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NO. 30.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. NOV. 26, 1896.

LEGAL NOTICE.

CORPSE-LIKE HANDS. DEITHJjMD.

NOCH WARNER wIhwpplace of resi
dence is unknown, and heir-at law and
lega'»e<»f the Lie Enoch llsksr. deceas-d,
will take notice that Charles K. CritchQeid,
aa tbealmiaie'raior <1* bonis non with the
will annexed of '.he estale of said Enoch
Baker, deceased, on the 17.h day of Pept> inb-r, 18116 tiled his i-etition in die Pro
bate Court of Knox county, in the Stale of
O do, alleging that the personal estate nt
sod decedent is insufficient to nay the debts
of s«id estate and the costa of administra
tor; < hat said decedent died seized in fee
simple of the following described lands
a nd •enemcnts, si* uate in Auburn township,
in the county of Crawford, in the State of
Ohio, tc-wit*. Being sixty acres, more or
les«, taken from the east side ot tbe south
west quarter of section five (5). In township
twenty-two (22), of range twenty (201. in
the district of lands subject to sale at Woos
ter, Ohio, and being all of raid quarter sec
tion, except one hundred acr*s. taken from
the west si le thereof, deeded by the said
Kooch Baker, deceased, to his son Ephriam
Baker.
•
The prayer of said petition is for an order
for the sale of said lauds, for the pavment
of the debts of said estate and costs of ad
ministration; subject to such rights as the
wi low. Nancy Baker, mny have therein.
Tbe said Enoch Warner has been made a
party defendant to said petition, and is re
quited to answer the same on or before tbe
28 h day of November. 189C
CHARLES E. CHI TCH FIELD,
Administrator of the estate of Enoch
Baker, deoeased.
October 20th. 181X1.
A. R McIntire, Attorney.

E

CLOSED UP!
I.EOPOJLI*, IIEKM St CO. QUIT IIISIXFSS.
We bought their entire stock from Fiederick Hart, Trustee, at

LESS THIN ONE-HALF THE COST OF PRODUCTION!
These Goods are all in, and we are conducting the greatest bargain sale of

Men’s,, Boys’

and

Children’s

Fine

Clothing

Adiuinlatrator’s Notice.
OTICE is hereby given that the under
signed has been appointed and quali
EVER WITNESSED IN MT. VERNON.
fied Administrator with the will annexed,
of tbe estate of
WILLIAM ELLIOTT WELKER,
lateof Knoxcounty .Ohio,deceased ,by the BAIIGAIXS, tbe like of which are impossible under ordinary
Probate Court of said county.
ennistauces. Kieli opportunities await knowing buyers.
N jv. 10. 1896.
A. D. WELKEB,
great harvest for Bargain Meekers.
Admr. with will annexed.

N

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
f|THE undersigned has been duly sppointJL e<l and qualified as assignee in trust
for the benefit of the creditors of
CATHARINE MAPES SCHUMAN.
All parsons knowing themselves to be In
debted to said assignor will make imme
diate payment, and creditors will present
their claims, duly authenticsted, to the un
dersigned for allowance.
November 10'h, 189ff.
L B. Houck, •
ELI A WOLFE.
Att y for Assignee.
Assignee

elrA

EXACT COPY OF A LETTER FROM FRED’K II ART, TRUSTEE OF LEOPOLD, HESS A CO.:
OFFICE OF LEOPOLD, HESS Jc CO.
Philadelphia, August 10, 18S"
MESSRS. I. <fc I). RQ8ENTUA LL,
Mt. Ycmon, Ohio.
Gentlemen—I hare decided to wind up the affairs of Leopold, Hess J- Co., and will sell, you the entire
stock of Mi n’s, Hoys' anti Children's Winter Suits and Overcoats, noir on Kami, at 50c on the dollar from the
appraiseim nt. This is to include all stock finished and unfinished. All unfinished stock to he made up by
me and finishe I similar to made up stock. Terms, net cash ten days from date of invoice. I enclose you a
stock sheet, showing you the exact quantity of the goods on hand.
Please give this your immediate attention, as I must have a decided inswer by the 15th inst.
Yours truly,
FRED K HART, Trustee of Leopold, Hess d: Co, 4

MONEY TO LOAN!
‘X/f’ONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
I’-L securities in sums not less than $1,000
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R Me
INTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. VernoD
Ohio.

PROFESSIONAL CAROS.

I. & D. Rosenthall.

I have tried your Bile Beans, and they seem
to l>e the only remedy I have ever found which
will take the bile off my stomach, and relieve
the terrible headaches which are caused from
biliousness. Inclosed please find 25c.. foi
which please mail me one bottle of the
“ Beans'’ at your earliest convenience, aud
oblige.

oct31 tf

No goods charged; everything cash. Prices will be marked in plaiiilfigures. No
deviation from these business rules will be allowed.

Mr. John F. Clarke, Postmaster, Garth,
Ala., writes:
Some time since I sent to you for one bottle
of your Bile Beans, and am so pleased with
them that I thought I would send for a half
dozen bottles. Enclosed find money to pay for
same.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

O

Savings
novltf

We herewith give you a few samples of the amazing prices, which will give you
hut a small idea of the true values.

A. R. MclMTIRE,

Hoy’s L«ong Pant Suits.

ATTORNEY AMI COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.

Every druggist should have Smiths Bile
Beans in stock,’ hut if you have uny diffi
culty in getting them send us 25c. for one
l*ottle, or $1 for five bottles, and we will
forward tliec. at once.
Free sample will be sent upon receipt
of 2-cent stamp to pav postage.

Roys’ Knee Pants.

§1 9(8, worth______ _________ ____________ —_S 3.50
2.24, worth................................ . ............................ 4.(XI 15 cents, worth___________ 25cents
3.17, worth......... .......................................
500 39 cents, worth
............... 50 cents
3 98, worth...........................
6.50
H. D. Critciifield.
H. C. Df.vin.
Critcli field *V I>evin,
4.96, worth........................................
7.00 43 cents, worth.................. ..75 cents
TTORNEYS-A T-L AW. Office over
5.97, worth..........................................
8.00
Stauffer's Clothing 8tore, North side
7.96,
worth
.......
.
.......................................
10.00
Public Sqnare, Mt. Vernon, O.
Ilj»n94

o

Wc sometimes meet friends whom we
love and respect, but when we shake hands
with them the eold, clammy touch makes
mt shudder.
Sometimes we are in the same condition
ourselves, and then we know what they
are suffering.
The cold, unpleasant touch is but the
symptom of much gnjrier discomfort which
is concealed becausex>f pride and a desire
to prevent worriment to others.
If such sufferers only knew to what an
extent the trouble might reach, and yet
how easily in its present stage it might be
stopped, they would never be without the
simple means.
Cold, damp hands are a sure and unmis
takable sign of biliousness, or indigestion,
which invariably arise from an inactive
liver.
*
The liver, which is the key to the whoie
digestive system, through some abuse of
its functions, becomes clogged and in
active, and stays so until relieved by some
medicament which w ill clear it out and
6et its fine machinery to work again.
Many people, unfortunately, suppose
that a strong purgative will afford com
plete relief.
Nothing can be more untrue. You may
drive out the fetid matter which hss lodged
In this delicate organ, but is that any guar
an tee that the otgau itself will resume its
proper functions ? Nature does not per
mit us to violate her laws and then escape
punishment.
Smith’s Bile Beans are the best cor
rective in the world for any irouble arising
from a disordered liver, such as bilious
ness, constipation, indigestiou and sickheadache. They form an easy dose, which
never fails ; small, sugar-coated, and pleas
ant in results, never griping or causing
discomfort.
Read what Bring witnesses have to say.
These letters are culled from thousands :
Mr. J. P. Wright, of Lynchburg, Va.,
writes:

Miss Norma McCurdy, Bookton, Ont..
writes :

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFTCE over Knox County
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Annihilation
Preferable
to Imprisonment.

Enclosed you will find 50c. in one-cent
stumps, for which please send me one bottle of
Smith's Bile Beaus. 1 first saw your advertise
ment in the Air Line Sews, and I can tiwthfully say that your medicine is the best of any
our family has tried for Biliousness. Headache.
Malaria, etc We find Bile Beans pleasant and
easy to take; in faet. “they are just the
thing ’’ and we shall always recommend them
for any and all of the complaints for which
they are advertised. Our family will use
nothing in their stead.

Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
() FFICE
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

W. M. KOOVS,

What do they Indicate and
What is the Remedy ?

Mr. Oliver F. Reagan, Gliddcn, Wis.,
writes;

Ship goods at once.

W. E. GRAN T,

Ho<leru Inferno of NnKan
nt ttrzcroiiiu.

’ I have been a sufferer from Biliousness for
several years, and had tried almost everything
I ever heard of, without relief, until one aay
while traveling in the State of Arkansas. I
happened upon an old friend of mine who was
acquainted with my trouble, and he sugg< sted
that 1 try Smith's Bile Beans. I am happy to
say that it required but a few Beans to relieve
me entirely of the trouble.
Tiiis I send you without any solicitation, and
from now on I will always advocate the use ed
Smith's Bile Beans.

Mt. Vernon, 0., August 13, 1896.
Frederick Hart, Trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.:
We have decided to accept your offer.

Cold and Clammy like the
Clasp of Death.

FFICE opposite the Court House. Ml.
Vernon, Ohio.
lKjaniM

J. F. SMITH & CO.,

W. 32(1 St., N. Y. City.
.—

___ Mire to set Improved new

rt5r,e«‘j f.r7v«rt“eprr*-

A

W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore
COOPER A MOORE.
TTORNEYS AT LAW. Office 112
Main street, Mt. Vernon. O.

A

Money to Loan.

Insurance to Sell.

C. W. McKee.

Guy A. Wbigiit.

McKEE & WEIGHT,
KNERil. INSURANCE AGENTS. Oflice 8. W. cor. Public Square and
(1XHigh
street.

Men’s Overeoats.
$1.56,
4.23,
4.96,
6.94,
7.98,
9.92,

worth.................................... .......... 1........... $ 3.00
worth.....................
6.50
worth..................
8-00
worth............................................................ 10.00
worth....... .................................................... 12.00
worth......................................................... 15.00

Boys’ Overcoats.

R. E. R. EGGLESTON,
Office and Residence, 211 North
D
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

1.26, worth................................
Main

Office Hours—2 to 4 p. in.
Telephone calls —Home company, No. 39;
Bell company, No. 32.

.63, worth..........................
h-24, worth............ ...................
1.49, worth...................
2.24, worth......... .......................
3 48, worth___ ____________
4.49, worth________

$1.00
2.25
2.50
4 00
5.00
6.00

Children
One satisfaction in giving
Scott*s Emulsion to children is

they never object to it. The
fact is, they soon become fond
of it. Another satisfaction is

Men's Suits.

$ .50, worth.....................$1,00

PHYSICIANS.

Thin, Pale

Children’s Suits.

2.25

1.98, worth.................................. 3.50
3.49, worth5.00

$2.24,
2.76,
4.43,
4.98,
6.98,
7.96,
9.94,

worth.............................. ............................ $ 4.00
worth____ ___________
6.00
worth..................................................
7.50
worth....................................
800
worth.........................................
10.00
worth...................................
12.00
worth........................
15.00

because it will make them
plump, and give them growth
and prosperity.

too thin, or too pale.

c

Home'Pathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office in the Woodward Block. Resi
dence—Gambier 8treet.
Office Hours —8 to 10 a in , 2 to 4 and 5
to 8 p ni.
2-iaprly

'OHX E. RUSSELL, M. D..
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office —West side of Main street,four doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73.
29sept87

Overalls.
20 cents, worth.

.40 cents

39 cents, worth.

50-3ents

It does

not make them over-fat, but
plump.

Men’s Winter Undershirts and Drawers
'I K. CONARI), M. D.,

It should be

given to all children who are

22 cents, worth..................................................40 cents
39 cents, worth....... ......... ........................ ........ 50 cents
43 cents worth_________ ______________ .75 cents ■
Men’s Heavy Cotton Socks, 3c, worth ....10 cents
Working Shirts, 15c, worth____ ________ 35 ct nts
Laundered and Negligee Shirts, 39c, worth-50 cents
White Laundered Shirts, 43c, worth____ 75 cents

It strengthens the digestive
organs and the nerves, and fur
nishes material for rich blood.
We have a book telling you more on
the subject. Sent free for the asking.
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.

We are limited in space, but will add that our entire stock of Men’s, Boys’ and
Children’s Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods will be sold at proportionately low
prices.

Tr5

This great sale will continue until the entire stock is sold.
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.
JT>HYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

With every purchase of $5 we give a ticket good for $1 in pictures at Burkholder’s gallery.

BA

Room 3, Rogers’ Block, Ill Sonth Main
Street, Mt. Vernon Ohio.
All professional calls by day or niieht
promptly responded to.
June

I

MtOAL
Awarded by

the
DKALERFIN

I. A I>. ROSKATHABr, Mt. Vernon, O.

Opera House Block. Corner Main and Vine Streets.

Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone Si).

NOX COUNTY

That is what we arg
doing, as the following
prices on Staple Good
will show. Of course’
we occasionally get a bit
of bread and cheese, but
working for love is what
we are doing when we
sell goods at the prices
named below:

eetings for the Examination of
sachers will be held at the
inooL Room,

entral Building, Mt. Vernon,

Latlir’s

The Second Saturday of Every Month.

I Beautiful Dolls

FREE.
Five beautiful dolls, lithographed on card
board, eight inches high. Can be cut out and
put together by the children—no pasting.
Each doll has two complete suits. Ameri
can, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Swiss, Turkish and In
dian costumes. All parts being interchange
able, many combinations can be made,
affording endless amusement and instruc
tion. A high-class series of dolls, patented
and manufactured for us exclusively aud
not to be compared with the numerous
cheap paper dolls on the market.

kill (hfortis.S .50

Ladies’ $1.00 Plain Toe
kid Button . . . 1.00

EXCEPT JANUARY AND JULY.

Misses $2.01) Plain Toe
.14
kid Button

Pupils’ Examinations

Ij. D. Bonobrake, Prest ,
Mt. Vernon,Ohio.
L. B. Houck. Clerk,
Mt- Vernon, Ohio.

AMERICAN BALL BLUE

WORKING FORLOVE

1896-97.

o first Hatuidajrof April ami May. Kxn na i
ions will commence at 8:3d o clock n. m A
ns all communications to the Clerk o tb
ard of Examiners.

American Ball Blue

is not poisonous or injurious to health
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
washing: a rich and elegant hue. Be
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer forth©
and be sure you get the genuine
article, which has a red 3tripe in the
middle of the package.

TEACHEIIS’
EXAMINATIONS

mv?

I J-X _

THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.

4TETE5M <fc CO.,

Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry

centennial

COMMISSION

How To Get Them.

We expect our low prices will scatter these goods
quickly among a prudent people.

. s.

ZZ -CTXjXj,
The French Dali.

One-Price Store.

Cnt from five outside wrappers of None
the head of the girl holding pie.
Rend these with ten cents in silver—wrapped
1 n paper—and your full name and address, and
we will send the dolls postpaid. Or we will
send them free for twenty heads oi the girl.
Send only the heads to avoid extra postage.
MERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Miner Meat

liUliilUiUliWililUL

v

The Dying Groans of Thousands of
Unfortunate Christians

Stifled

By

Murderous Hand—Escaped Prisoners
Tell of the Cruelties Practiced—
What a Visitor Saw.
[Philadelphia Times ]

sides by gloomy walls, broken by heavi
ly barred windows, with here and there
a strong wooden floor. From under
each door oozed a gutter of inexpressi
ble filth, tlie rotted sewerage of the
loathsome dungeon inside. I was at
once surrounded by a horde of prison
ers of villainous aspect, all, or nearly
all, manacled in the most curiously di
verse fashion.
“Some wore a heavy chain, one end
of which was fastened to a clumsy mas
sive shackle around the ankle, the other
tied up around the waist. Others mere
ly wore this grim anklet, with no chain
attached. Yet others had a huge link
fastened to the anklet, which was worn
against the outside of the clothing and
fastened into position by a leather gar
ter. These were the “liberty” men to
whom so much favor is accorded by
reason of long imprisonment, coupled
with good conduct—who are not hud
dled into the aungeon, but are allowed
to loaf out here in the courtyard.
“A long, gloomy passage opened out
of one end of the courtyard and this I
entered encompassed by the concourse
of villains and with no other escort than
the little Low-legged warden of the gate.
Into this passage looked several barred
windows, and behind the bars were
glowered and strained the close set faces
of the more dangerous prisoners.
“What ruffianly faces most of them
were. Faces the expressions of which—
wolfish, ferocious, hungry for blood, sar
donic, utterly develish—made the flesh
creep. With every movement there
was the clank of chaius, for every man
wore fetters. The expression, ‘hugging
his chains’ I have hitherto regarded as
a mere allegorical figure of speech, but
now I was to see the literal reality. The
crowd around the window gave back,
and there approached a tall, stalwart
figure somewhat bowed down by some
heavy burden that he carried in his
arms. He stopped and laid his burden
Mown, and then stood erect—a Hercules
of a' man, with a face out of which
everything human except the mere lin
eaments was erased.
“And what, think you, was his bur
den? It consisted of a mass of heavy
iron links, knotted up into a great clump
and fastened to the man’s ankles. Its
weight was 80 okes. or 100 pounds.
When he unraveled it and stretched it
out on the ground I saw that it was
about fifteen feet long and resembled in
the massiveness of its links the chain
cable of a trading schooner.”

Ask any Armenian in Turkey who
has survived the m"eeacres, and who is
still daily in fear of his life, to choose
between being slain by tbe brutal Kurds
or the Sultan’s henchmen, and being in
carcerated in the Stamboul or Erzeroum jail, and he will tell you that he
would a thousand times rather be im
paled on the bayonets of the blood
thirsty soldiers.
In this modern Inferno the dying
groan8 of thousands of unfortunate
Christians have been stifled by murder
ous hands. “"Should incarceration be
the only punishment, no prisoner could
live more than a year in one of these
dungeons, reeking with deadly fevers
and malarial poisons.
Prisoners condemned to death hail
with delight the advent of llie day
when their sentence shall be executed.
Most of the narrow cells are deep down
under the earth, where it is impossible
for the sun to penetrate. The greater
portion of the stories above the earth
are comfortably equipped for the war
den, prison officers and soldiers.
As a rule the Erzeroum prison is
overcrowded. Often men are compelled
to standup most of the night against
the dirty, slimy walls of their cells, ex
changing sleeping places with their fel
low prisoners on the cold, bare floor.
Half the Erzeroum prisoners are not
criminals, but inoffensive Armenians.
As an example of the pretexts under
which these unfortunate wretches are
arrested and imprisoned may be quoted
the case of a Protestant tutor who re
ceived a seven years’ sentence for hav
ing permitted one of his pupils to sing a
song which was regarded as of a sedi
tious nature by the authorities.
As regards the actual criminal, these
jails are simply places of detention.
FOOLISH BET.
Turkey does not regard them as re
A
Milwaukee
Man Will Have to
formatory institutions, but simply as
Ijeave the Country.
places where prisoners or convicts may
[Milwaukee Spec. Chicago Chronicle-]
be kept more or less securely.
Probably the most senseless wager of
No attempt is ever made to reform a
criminal. The result of such a deplora the campaign was m«de in Milwaukee.
ble system is that the Turkish convicts, F. W. Burke, a newspaper man, staked
after being released, are more hardened his citizenship on the election of Wil
liam J. Bryan as President, and against
in crime than when first convicted.
The food in the Erzeroum prison con it A. N. Donaldson, a railroad man,
sists of two pounds of black bread a day who formerly resided in LaCrosse at the
for each inmate with as much of the time when Mr. Burke was engaged in
polluted water as he may choose to newspaper work in that city, put his
drink. If the prisoner has friends he own right to continue to reside in this
country. The wager has attracted a
may receive a food supply from them,
great deal of attention all over the
but it not he may starve to death for all
the Sultan cares. This accounts for the country, because of the promise of the
numerous suicides that are reported defeated party to leave the country,
and of the many that are not reported, never to return, and the men have be?n
as there is no such thing as accurate the subject of infinite jest and ridicule
among their acquaintances.
prison statistics in Turkey.
The wager was made September 7.
Prisoners who have managed to es
The
agreement read that in case of the
cape say that no conception can be
election of Bryan Mr. Donaldson was to
formed of the horrible cruelties prac
ticed by the keepers of Erzeroum. Tor leave the United States on or before
January 1, 1897, and that in the event
ture in this prison is a science. It
of the election of McKinley Mr. Burke
seems to be the delight of these brutes to
was to leave the country,never to return.
inflict the most excruciating agonies on
Mr. Burke’s signature comes first to the
their charges to find out how much
agreement, and the document is wit
pain can be inflicted without destroying
nessed by Charles J. Alden notary pub
life. Escaped convicts and Armenians
lic.
asseit that not all the prisoners who
Mr. Burke has a scrap book filled
have been executed in Erzeroum have
with clippings from the newspapers of
been beheaded or strangled with cords
the country commenting on the wager.
(the Turkish mode of capital punish
Most of them are very uncomplimen
ment), but that they have seen some of
tary to the parties to it. Beside these
them thrown into a gaping shaft, which
contributions he has a number of let
was filled with sharp spears, upon which
ters from people in distant parts of the
the victims were impaled.
country concerning it. One is from an
The blood-curdling cries aud groans
astrologer in the East asking for the
of poor wretches who were not pierced
day and hour of his birth, a lock of his
in a vital point by one of these spears
hair, etc., from which to cast his horo
would keep the prisoners whose cells ad
scope
aud determine whether he would
joined this place of torture awake all
win
or
lose.
night. Death in their case came horri
A
New
York manufacturing firm
bly—through sheer exaustion and star
wrote stating that when he gets ready to
vation.
Were it not that the etench would be leave the country he can have the job
of representing the firm in England if
unbearable to the inmates of the upper
he desires it. Another machinery firm
parts of the prison, the men would be
allowed to perish and rot in their under in Canada also offers him employment
ground dungeons. Each tier is per of the same kind, and still another cor
respondent suggests Cuba as at this time
functorily cleaned out daily by its re
offering a goed field for expatriation.
spective prisoners, after which they are
allowed an hour’s airing in the spacious
THE ROYAL ROAD.
yards, jealously guarded by the soldiers.
Good Food is The only Way.
Erzeroum is but a sample of what
It is a man’s bad habits that hurt him
Turkish prisons are under Turkish rule.
There are some now under English rule. more than overwork. The little habits
One of these on the island of Cypress of coffee and tobacco hurt worse than
was visited by an Englishman a short some of the big ones, because they are
time ago. Here is what he wrote of it: continued more steadily than greater hab
“The average Turkish prison has its. Many a man is simply poisoned to
nearly GOO inhabitants. Among them death by the alkaloids of coffee and to
are ma’efactors of every dye—murder bacco and will never believe what ie
ers, robbers, political prisoners and for hurting him. Let him quit tobacco and
gotten suspects. I have seen not a few use Postuin Cereal, the food drink, in
horrible sights. I have ridden across a place of coffee and very soon he finds
battlefield on which lay five-and-thirty that nature, the ureat restorer, is at
thousand
dead
and dying sol work. No medicine is needed, simply
diers; I have Eeen a whole field full quit doing those things which poison
of famine-stricken miserables; I have and waste the energy, and let nature
frequented the pesthouses of Metz after build into body and brain from good
the siege where lay neglected the food. Postum is made entirely of grains
wretched victims of black smallpox and by the Postum Cereal Co., lim., of Battle
spotted typhus; I have trodden the cor Creek, Mich., and is nourishing aud fat
ridors of the Grand Hotel of Paris,heart tening. Use plain, common food and the
sick because of the fetid effluvium from food-drink (it looks like coffee but is not.)
Health will come and be of much
sloughing wounds and hospital gan
grene; I have seen the bodies of men more solid character than when patched
who have been roasted alive. I have up with drugs.
Dr. H. P. Merriman, 2239 Michigan
been in a cholera hospital, but never
have I witnessed a more noisome spec Ave., Chicago, says, “I have tried the
tacle than that which the foul Turkish Postum and am pleased with it.”
prison dungeons afford.
“Just as good” as Postum Cereal are
“Yet the Turks seem to accept it as a
matter of course. I entered the Konak, words used to defraud the public.
and a Turkish officer with a polite l»ow
It is a strange fact that the righthand,
asked me if I cared to soe the prison, which is more sensible to the touch iftan
much in the tone that the Warden at the left, is less sensible than the latter to
Holyrood asks the tourist if he has a the effect of heat or cold.______
mind to see Queen Mary’s room. I as
Acute Rlteutn&.iistu Relieved.
sented and he handed me over to a lit
“My daughter had a very severe attack
tle, bow-legged fellow, who sat outside of acute rheumatism, and after being
a wicket gate in a palisading that ran under the care of a physician for some
cross the courtyard of the Konak.
time without benefit, she began taking
“Dante might have visited this pande Hood's Sarsaparilla. She improved rap
monium to gain ideas for his descrip idly, and since her experience we have
tion of the ‘Inferno,’ but the Turks are always thought highly of Hood's Sarsa
not blessed with sentiment, and there is parilla.” John Brigham, Wharton.
no inscription on the gate. Passing Ohio.
through the wicket one entered a nar-'
row courtyard, surrounded on three' Hood's Pills are purely vegetable. 25c

$1.50 l’ER AXM’M IX ADVANCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

ABSOLUTELY pure
Made Boulanger Famous.

THE BLIND JLl SEE,

The woman who was largely responsi
ble for the brief career of fame enjoyed
by General Boulanger is now visiting
Say the Great Wizard ‘Edl■ this county. She is the Vicomtesse do
Trederne, and is one of the leaders of
son.
Parisian society. Her first husband was
the Marquis de Brissac, and her eldest
son is the duke of (hat name. She sang
The Result Will be Reach* Boulanger into fame at a great dinner
ed in Three Tears.
party, with the strains of the “Boulanger
March,” arousing for him thereby great
enthusiasm among the members of the
Experiments Made with Two Men whose French aristocracy.
Eyes Have Been Sightless for Years
Prove Gratifying Successes.—A Blind
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
Man iu California Saw Through a with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Board.
Catarrh is a blocd or constitutional dis
ease, and in order to cure it you must
take internal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh
[New York Journal ]
Cure is taken internally, and acts direct
“The blind—that class that cannot see, ly on the blood and mucuos surfaces.
but whose optic nerves are still intact, Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a quack med
will be made to see, and that within icine. It was prescribed by one of the
three years. I do not mean that they best physicians in this country for years,
and is a regular prescription. It is com
will be enabled to read, but it will be posed of the best tonics known, com
possible for them to distinguish persons bined with the best blood purifiers, act
ing directly on the mucuos surfaces.
and things.”
Professor E Jison looked happy as he The perfect combination of the two in
gredients is what produces such wonder
made this startling announcement in hie ful results in curing catarrh. Send for
laboratory in West Orange on Monday testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY A- CO., Props, To
night. He had just concluded a
series of experiments on two men who ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 75c.
have been blind for years. By means
of the X-rays, held before the eyes of
A German physician says that Stanley
the men, they declared that for the first
time since they had been stricken they owes the fact that he has survived the
most dangerous of his African trips to
had been able to perceive the light. For his having submitted five times to a
two hours Edison was busy with the transfusion of African blood into his
experiments, and when the blind men veins, which is believed in Africa to be
left him, after making an appointment a great aid to acclimatization.
The woman tennis champion of New
to visit him soon again, they thanked
him again and again and prayed that he Zealand has but one band, and that is the
left one; but she can serve a ball that is
would be successful.
exceedingly difficult to return.
The men who had visited the Wizard
Disease attacks the weak and debili
were Jacob Mahrbacher, of No. 24 Col
tated. Keep yourself healthy and strong
lege place, and Otto Kallensee, of No.
by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
130 South Orange avenue, Newark.
The farther north the more injurious
When they walked into the laboratory
to the human system is the use of coffee.
Mr. Edison heard the 6fory of their Greenlanders have found it necessary to
affliction, and then went to work. Mahr prohibit its use by the young.
bacher was the first to be tried by Mr.
When bilious or costive,eat a Cascaret
Edison.
candy cathartic, cure guaranteed, 10c,
The light was Hashed before his eyes 25c.
and gradually the operator turned on
When the trans-Siberian railway is
the X-ray current stronger and stronger. completed it will be possible to travel
Finally, as the strongest light was reach around the world in less than 40 days. A
ed, Mahrbacher tremblingly announced month’s vacation around the globe" will
that he could see a glittering substance. be an every day affair.
Good advice: Never leave home on a
Mr. Edison’s face brightened, and again
journey with out a bottle of Chamber
the tube was changed.
Kallensee then stood before tbe X-ray lain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remand gazed unblinkingly at it for some dy. For sale by druggists.
The proprietor of an omnibus plying
time. Another light was thrown, and
between Kilburn and Liverpool street,
with almost a sob, the man cried:
London, offers as an inducement to pas
“I can see a lighL It’s burning now, sengers free insurance against accidents
isu’t it? I can see.”
to all who ride thereon.
The best result was had by the incan
Casearets stimulate liver, kidneys and
descent light in a red globe, and this bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
gave Edison a clew that may be import
One of the attractions of New York
ant. Many experiments were tried, by is the monkey market, where hundreds
tbe use of direct rays, and tbe lluoros- of sailors repair every week to dispose
of monkeys and parrots which they
cope, with no better results.
After working for two hours Mr. Edi have brought from tropical countries.
son concluded to postpone his experi
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
ments for a time. As the men left him
Th*
Best
Salve in the world for Cuts
he said to them:
Bruises, 8ores. Ulcers, Salt Rheum. Fever
“Don’t be discouraged, men. I know Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
it is awfully hard to be blind, but we Corns, aud all Skin Eruptions, and positive
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It if
will find a cure for you yet.”
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
He afterward expressed himself as funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale
22feb-lv
highly pleased with the outcome of the hv Geo. R. Baker <k Son s.
experiments, saying:
Interesting catacombs with well pre
“I shall now devote myself to a speci served mural paintings have been dis
ally prepared X ray that will, I feel covered at Kertch, in the Crimea, the
sure, answer the purpose. Of course I ancient Panticapaeum. Although the
vaulting shntts that they must have
do not claim that those blind will be been
built after the Christian erst, the
enabled to read, but they may dis subjects of the paintings are pagan, rep
tinguish persons and things. Constant resenting Piuto, Demeter and Hermes.
research is being made In this field, and
I doubt not that wonderful results will
be attained. I will rig up a tube to be
tun in ice cold water that will be es
pecially adapted to these men’s needs,
and I fed confident of success.”
“ Cures talk ” in favor

Cures

SAW THROUGH A BOARD.
Dr. KHvert Witnessed an X-ray Test
in San Francisco in Which the
Blind Patient Distinctly Made
Out Objects

I read with the most intense interest
the news regarding the X ray experi
ments with the blind. I have just re
turned from San Francisco, and while
there learned that experiments were
being very quietly conducted, on those
lines, at the German Hospital. I went
there with a local physician, a friend of
mine, and witnessed one of the tests. I
went in a very incredulous mood, but I
left a full convert, for I actually saw the
blind see.
The experiment was upon a young
man, a German twenty years of age,
who had been blind for seven years.
There was no doubt as to his being
actually blind. That was first fully dem
onstrated. The rays were tried, and
at first without success. That made me
more incredulous; and then came the
most amazing feature.
Between the object that he was to see
and his eyes was placed a pine board
two inches in thickness. Then he actu
ally made out the object, which was of
very irregular shape. Next a cube
placed in position, and, looking through
the board, he described it as being some
thing with four corners.
The tests had been made with the aid
of the fluoroscope. Next, a different
arrangement was made, with the fluoroscope between the subject’s eyes and
the light. A big iron comb was placed
before him,after a short time he described
it as some kind of a musical instrument
with teeth.
It was marvellous. I have great
hopes of future developments of the
greatest possible importance along this
line. But it all depends on the optic
nerve. If that is entirely destroyed, 1
do not think there can be the slightest
hope. If that is uot destroyed,the blind
I feel confident, may all see.
Why the young man could see better
through a board than without it is a
mystery that I cannot pretend to explain.
But it is a subject of mysteries I do
not think that the explanation can in
any way be like a near-sighted man’s
seeing better through’ g,asses.
Charles P. Elwbrt, M. D.,
No. 47 We3t Sixteenth street.

Talk

of Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
as for no other medi
cine. Its great curea recorded in truthful,
convincing language of grateful men and
women, constitute its most effective ad
vertising. Many of these cures are mar
velous. They have won the confidence ot
the people; have given Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made necessary for its manufacture
the greatest laboratory on earth. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures it has
made —cures of scrofula, salt rheum and
eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
and weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
troubles, catarrh — cures which prove

Hood's
Sarsaparilla
Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
ij

j»

IlOOd S

rx*ii
cnre easy
,iTerton,s
: easy25c.
to
Pills take,
operate.

Legend of* Solomon*« Ring.

The Talmud tells some curious old
l<g uds alout Solomon. One is that be
had ring a on the possession of which de
pended the keeping of bis kingdom.
Once Solomon went into tbe bath and
left ltis precious ring on a shelf, when a
com tibine of bis, Amina, stole tho ring
tnd the fiend, S.ikhar, Haltered Amina
ind wheedled her out of the ring, and
■iakbar took the form t f King Solomon
and ruled in his stead. Poor Solrtn.on
was put to it to regain his j>ower, but
he raised such a first-class incantation
that Sakhar got afraid and threw the
ring into the sea, and a fiih swallowed
it, and fishermen caught the fish and
found the ring. It was restored to Solo
mon, and with it he recovered his kit.gdom.
Nine out of ter person?, if asked
what is the most sensitive part of the
body, will reply the tip of the toague.
This is a mistake. Those engMged in
polishing billiard balls or any other
substances that requires a very high de
gree ot smoothness invariably ure the
cheek bone as their touchstone for de
tecting any roughness.

Hood’s

Are gaining favor rapidly.
Business men and travel-

lers carry tln*m in vest
pocket*, ladies carry them ■

■ ■ ■

- I 3
III
■ ■ I

in purses, housekeeper* keep them in medicine
closets, friends recommend them to friends. 25c,

"(The Lattner.

erre coinage not defeated,

OHIO STATE NEWS.

KEN VON AND 0, S. U.

Administrator's Notice
’VT0T1CE is hereby giveu that the under
JA signed h-<s been ap|K»inted and quali
fied as Administrator with the will an
The Annual Thanksgiving Game at nexed of tbeentan* of
CATHARINE C, SHAW,
Columbus To-day.
late of Knox ouiity. Ohio, deceased, by the
probate court of Raid county.
November 2, 1896
Boili Teams About Evenly Matched
DWIGHT E 8APP.
Administrator.
Though Both are Crippled-

It must be evident to every intelligent
Massillon la to have a new race-track.
ol*erver that the battle for free coinage
Youngstown is the Mecca of eloping
is already virtually won, Rays the Denver
FRANK HARPER
couples irom Pennsylvania.
Republican.
The population of Bowling Green is
If llryun had been overwhelmingly
K<litor and Proprietor.
beaton there might be doubt as to the 5,321, a gain of 1554 over 1890.
Whitmore A Robinson’a pottery, re
ertcet of the result in the public mind;
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
Lineup of the Teams.
but with the country almost equally di cently burned at Akron, is being rebuilt.
vided between the two candidate, and
The schoolsof Piqua have been closed
the certainty that many wlto favor the on account of an epidemic ofdiphlheria
SO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
On Tlianks^iving day, the annual football
restoration of silver to its old place and a id scarlet fever.
event of the year in cential Ohio will occur.
Thieves at Sandusky used the Method On that <l<y Kenyon and O. S. U. will at
value in our currency voted for McKin
HOME TELEPHONE CALL SO. 38.
ley, not because they favored the single ist church pipe organ as a receptacle for tempt to take each oinvr's scalp.
stolen property.
It is an unfortunate fact that neither team
gold standard, but because they honest
■ tiiT v £m«. onio.
Dr. S. D. McClure, Newark, was fined
l.l'MBER ASH COAL.
ly, though perhaps mistakenly, believid $5 and costs for neglecting to report a is up to the standaid. Both have been dis
integrated and disrupted by internal d ffetTHURSDAY MORNING.... NOV. 26, 1896 that the coinage problem, like many case of diphtheria.
ences and outside influences Tne friends
others, could best be solved by the Re
Senior Courtney, living north of West of either team have little to hope for in the
Another New York gnldbng has gone publican party, it must be clear that a Union, has lost four children within a way of e contest. It is not a question of
month of diphtheria.
the bet'er team winning, but rather of (he
wrong to the tune of $200,00).
He was large majority of the American people
pjortr team losing Whoever wins will
are
unequivocally
in
favor
of
bimetal

Edward
R.
Tomlinson,
Kent,
aged
50,
a shoutor for "honest” money of
has been mysteriously missing for a doubtless achieve the victory ou a duke.
lism.
course.
Sharp, snappy and strategic plays are hard
The logic of the situation, re-enf<>rced week. Foul p’ay is feared.
Gamblers are engiged in fleecing pas ly to be expected. The plea is offered that as
The early bird gobbles up the worm by the tiuancial plank of the St. Loui
both teams are crippled, the c mtest will he
Every Republican who wants a nice fat platform, will compel McKinley to sengers on the Lake Shore trains be even. It may and it may not. Any team
tween
Cleveland
and
Toledo.
office should begin at onco to have his make an honest effort early in his ad
in thia condition is easily rattled, and when
George Jacobs, a farmer living near once in that condition, the result is unpleas
ministration to secure international
letters of recommendation written.
Hubbard,
dropped
dead
of
heart
disease*.
HIGHEST GRADES,
concert of action for the rehabilitation
ant even to anticipate.
His wife died four weeks ago.
Every silver club in Knox counly ot silver, anil if that movement fails
For Kenyon, it may be said that she is
There have been 145 cases of scarlet handicapped- Her s'udent attendance is
should maintain its organization. The the stress of party necessity and the
LOWEST PRICES.
fever and diphtheria at Newark, since small, which is quite a factor in the selec
fight for the money of the constitution necessities- of the business interests of Oct. 1, of which 22 were fatal.
tion of a team. But aside from this, the
will go on os long as we have a conetitu the country will make it difficult, if not
No clue has yet l>een secured as to the coach found it impossible to induce a num
impossible, for his administration to Briar
tion, or until it wins.
Hill poet office robbery. Over $100 ber of old players to again don the maltavoid the only alternative of independ- iu stamps and cash were taken.
309-311 West Gauthier Street,
skins. From the material at hand Mr. Stew
Omo Republicans are now picking I ent free coinage at the ratio of l(i to 1
Burglars took over $300 worth of goods art has done hatter than most men. M »ny
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
out the most luscious plums nt the dis-1 by our government
from the general store of A. C. Ewing, a coach would have grown disheartened ai d
'Die educational effects of the cam Mt. Cory. They carried it off in a wa quit. But let us try for victory with the
posal of President-elect McKinley.
hope that it may have the effect of renew
Ohio can fill all the offices without the paign must not be overlooked. Millions gon.
T.l 1
ot voters who never knew anything
aid of any other State.
A safety valve in an Akron cider mill ing ihe interest that seems to have abandon
ed
old
Kenyon.
The
teams
will
line
up
as
whatever about the money question blew out, and Peter Schniederand Jacob
The vast acreage of level coast lands | have been taught by the great speeches Thecsel, proprieters, were badly scald follow*!-:
ed.
O. S. UPositions
Kenyon.
in Southeastern Texas lias begun to | >f Bryan and other bimetallists there is
Minsball.............. Left end......Cunningham
—OFa
very
intimate
and
necessary
relation
Surveyers are laying out a line of rail Westwn'er.........Left tackle....... Southworth
attract the attention of rice planters.
t'-ece'ius
............
Ix*ft
guard
.....................
Paly
Some of it has already been planted between the volume of money available road between Warren and Ravenna. It R' e I (Cap.)........... Pettier................. ienkins
is supposed to be one of Brice’s projects.
Bios*.............. R’scht guar«L.D A. Williams
with rice, and the success of the experi for circulation and the prosperity of the
e
mntry,
and
by
that
new
knowledge
George Bender, a sailor in the United Stevens.............Right tackle............. Grosser
ment has been such as to justify high
Hawkins-............ R eht end.............. Doane
they will test and measure the incom States navy, died on the train at Alliance. Howard................ Qnsr’er...D F- Williams
hopes <»f the future for the industry.
He
was
on
his
way
home
to
Ida
Grove,
iticht................... Ix-ft h-lf................. Conger
iug administration.
Iowa.
Nichols............Right half.....Sawyer (Cap.)
More bond issues to maintain a gold
George Bernard Shaw, the London
Hough..................... Full.................Doolittle
Burglars at Brimfield robbed the post
novelist, who has been a vegetarian for reserve, especially if accompanied by
office
and
several
store#.
Small
amounts
fifteen years, says that ‘‘the enormity of I such business depression as has marked of money and a number of tools were
A FIVE DOLLAR BILL
eating the-scorched corpses of animals President Cleveland’s exjieriment with taken.
Is Necessary to Secure a Commission
—cannibalism with its heroic tlish omit-1 the single gold standard, would almost
to Ottiee.
Charles
Murray,
editor
of
the
Cincin
ted—becomes impossible the moment it certainly insure the election of a free nati Price Current, is being discussed for
The iast legislature in order to raise suffi
becomes consciously instead of thought-1 coinage Congress in 1S98, and of a free the agricultural portfolio in the McKin cient money to keep the wheels of the state
coinage President and Congress in 190C. ley cabinet.
government in motion passed a number of
lessly habitual.”
laws of a peculiar and unusual character
The Republican parly cannot atlord
O. J. Searight, ex-mayor of Fredericks One of ttiese statutory provisions requires
The young King of Spain has just to face another national campaign as
At Prices to Suit Hie Times
burg.
is
in
jail
at
Millersburg,
unable
to
presented a valuable gold and jeweled the champion of a money-reducing pol furnish $460 hail, on a charge of embez everv successful candidate to deposit with
the Secretary of the Deputy Supervisors of
chalice to Father Kenelm Vaughan, icy. Every state which has made a zlement.
Elections of tliv county- in which he was
of London, for use in the new Roman study of the money question in the past
Dull trade caused by the miner's candidate the sum of five dollats which the
Catholic Westminister Cathedral on the went for Bryan and free coinage, with
strike, resulted in the failure of Max
opening day, and has conveyed to Colorado, the l>est informed of all, at Sternlecht, clothier, Salinevillejiabilities Secretary is required to forward with the
301 W. Gambier St.
certificate of election to the Secretary of
Father Vaughan his intention of found the head of the list, and the 6,000,000 over $2000.
State who will forward to the Clerk of
ing a chapel in the cathedral in honor voters io the country who cast their bal
Also all kinds of Hard and Soft Coal
Akron police are raiding the tramp Courts their commission.
of the Holy Sacrament.
All township and ward officers must pay
lots for Bryan and free coinage in this roosts in the neighborhood of the city. A
election, although most of them had large amount of stolen property has the sum af two do’.lars for tj»a-ir election
Lievtenat Governor A. W. Jones
been recovered.
certificates Without paying this the can
never given any serious thought to the
has announced the committee which
Bucyrus expects to have a jug factory didate cannot qualify and therefore
money question until after the Chicago
will arrange for the reunion of State
operation within a month, Cleveland cannot take liis seat of office.
convention, will stand together for the in
parties having sought to lease the old
Senators in Columbus the first Monday
That Pleases the Ladies Will Sure
future, and the missionary work will ac terra cotta works.
A THANKSGIVING SHOOT.
in January, as follows: W. B. Shatlue,
ly Succeed.
complish in the next four years for the
John D. Vinegar and George Jackson,
of Cincinnati; Charles S. Dana, of Mari
candidate and the cause they supported colored farmers, ol Paulding county, The 3ast End Guu Club to Give a
etta; J. J. Sullivan, of Warren; Eli TisTurkey to the Winner.
so enthusiastically will surely give them quarreled over 24 cent*, and Vinegar
sandeir,of Georgetown, and William M.
The East Eud Gun Club held their regu
shot
and
killed
Jackson.
See our Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
a majority in four out of every five
lar shoot Tuesday af ernoon, at the usual
Harper, of this city. The first three
Enamel and Box Calf shoes
Lewis Gable had the firgers of his ten hitdi Preparations ate being made to
states in the Union long before the next
A good shoe for Fall aud Win
are Republicans and the others Demo
right
hand
mashed
at
the
Whitmorepresidential election comes around
ter wear.
crats.
Robinson works at Akron. They were erect a shed so that these tournaments may
continue through the winter. Below is the
caught in the machinery.
IIOW
HE
BAN
AT
HOME.
They Will l’lesse Von ♦ ♦ ♦
score:
Major Edward Schofield, GovernorThe gamblers of Toledo are trying to W Purhaugb..O 0 0 0
1—2
elect of Wisconsin, is the son of a
None
like them in the city and
Before the election the Republican have "Kid Royal,"the reformed gambler, I Franz........ 0 0 0 0
1 —1
at prices that will
Pennsylvania farmer. At the age of]
run
out
of
town
by
the
police,
because
G
Forbiog...
0
111
0-5
papers were making considerable blus he is exposing all their schemes
suit vou.
R. Greer......... 0 0 0 0
fourteen he became a printer’s "devil”
0—4
ter about the standing of Bryan in his
9.
Devoe
.........
0
10
0
0-1
in. a country newspaper office, later be
May McCaulton, Cleveland, was or B. Westlake...0 0 0 0
1-2
coming a typesetter. He served through own State, and in his own county. Both dered out of Youngstown, having been .1. Forbing.... 10 0 0
0-1
have
been
for
years
Republici n in their arrested for disorderly conduct. She re Frank Edgar.I 10 0
A Large Line of Trunks and
0-3
the war with great gallantry, coming
1-3
to go, and was sent to the Canton Myers........... 0 0 0 0
out as a Maior. At the close of the war complexion, but this fact was not con fused
Valises.
Ou Thanksgiving m truing tbs club will
sidered and wagers were even offered by workhouse.
he went into the lumber business, and
hold a shoot at 25 bird*, the prize to the
some
of
the
sure-thing
people
that
he
---Jo}------ *
Three
men
tried
to
hold
up
the
town
is now one of the most successful lum
would not carry his ovn precinct, nor of East Greenville, near Massillon. After winner being atuikey.
bermen in Northern Wisconsin.
the county and State in which he claim breaking open the post office door, they
were driven otl by a posse of citizens,
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
The Democrats of Ohio did remarka ed a residence.
and escaped.
Following iB the list of unclaimed mail
But
the
official
figures
tell
a
far
differ

bly well at the late election and cast a
Lady Maccabees of Bucyrus, who had matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Post The Delineator of Fashions
total vote of 475,000, which is 70,000 ent tale and indicate that his popularity a predilection for silver, paid an election office foi the week ending last Monday:
among
those
who
knew
him
best
was
bet to their gold staudard sisters, by giv
votes more than were given Cleveland
Wm. Brown, Art Butcher. Miss Ella In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ing
a
supper.
All
the
decorations
were
even
greater
than
that
expressed
for
Cohen,
Geo C dlins. Win Collins, Samuel
No. 3 South MainSt
Kirk block.
in 1892 anil exceeds by 140,000 votes
Ero. Mis I.ttlu M. Green,Mrs. M. M James
white and yellow.
that received by Governor Campbell in Major McKinley at his Stark county
O. J. Libarger, Mrs. Clara Lahmon, Pearl
John Stout, a Salem farmer, while Phink, M/s. Lizzie Pyle, L. B. Reed. Miss
1895, running upon a gold standard home.
According to the Canton, Ohio, Demo drunk, ran his team into a passing Linnie Smith, James Smith, Miss Maud
platform. Bryan received in the state
treight. Both horses were killed. Stout Shaffer, Mrs. M. E. H. Toland, Frank Tabli
47,000 more votes than any Republican crat, thecomplete returns from Nebraska escaped with slight injuries, and was ar son, T. M. Wood, Miss Margaret Wright.
*1?
*
Chas E. CRiTCHrixw, P. M
candidate ever received in Ohio prior to show that Bryan carried the State by rested and locked up.
12,012
plurality.
The
vote
is
as
follows:
the election of November this year. The
Rev. Carl Ackerman has resigned the
FINE
Democratic party of Ohio is stronger to Bryan, 101,Sil; McKinley, 98,799. The pastorate of St. John’s Evangelical
church,
Columbus.
There
were
certain
gold
Democratic
vote
was
very
small,
day than at any previous time in itR
MILLINERY
most of the gold Democrats voting for irregularities in the church l»ooks which
history.
McKinley. This is the first time that he could not explain.
The Supreme Court has affirmed the
108 S. MAIN STREET.
Word comes over the wire that the Nebraska has ever given her electoral
judgment
of the lower court in the case
meeting of the bottle manufacturers in vote to a Democrat.
of F. Edward Snyder vs. Peter G. Al
1 + f 4French Pattern
Mr. Bryan carried his own county, bright, coming from Stark county, and
Chicago, in view of McKinley’s elec
tion, has decided to advance prices 10 (Lancaster), although it has always involving a note for $3,000.
HATS And
DICTIONARIES
+
per cent. And in this connection it is been overwhelmingly Republican. The
Will Roberts, a farmer, near West Un
interesting to know that at the meeting vote is as follows:
Webster’s Family Dictionary, Un
ion, met death in a peculiar manner.
BONNETS,
abridged, Cloth,Binding, 63c.’
of the steel pool in New York it was al Bryan................................................ 6,511 While chopping wood his ax struck a
Same,
Full
Sheep
Binding,
98c.
The desigt s
so decided to advance prices several McKinley.......................................... 5,738 clothes line and, Hying out of his hands,
fell on his head, splitting his skull.
notches in view of Maj. McKinley’s
Are the prettiest and most
Webster
’
s
School
Dictionary,
15c.
Bryan’s plurality...................... 773
election. WAGES? Oh, bless you, no!
John J Robin, of Canton, had his
Bry an’s county during the last three
A full line of School Books, Tablets,
Not ft worA is said about advancing years has given the following Republi pocket picked of $4 05 and a check for
Up-to-Date
Slates, etc.
$85.85 at Crestline by a man named
wages. The worktngTTTbn—cjjg^XJo be can majorities:
Simpson, a stranger in town, who was
To
be
found
anywhere.
thankful enough if wages are not re 1*93.7.......
Special attention given to Die and
3.627 arrested and sent to the workhouse.
Card Engraving and stamping.
duced. And thus does the show of the 1894 ................................................... 2,722
Four fires in the Rees house, Kenton,
Work guaranteed and prices rea
‘‘advance agent of prosperity” burst up 1895 ................................................... 2,867
have occurred within the last three
sonable.
on our vision.
But Bryan carries it in 1896 by 773 weekB, the last one Monday night. The
MISSES MrGOlliH & DERMniiV,
votes over Major McKinley.
fires are undoubtedly incendiary, and
There were 507,430,362 passengers
Proprieter
Van
Kirk
has
been
placed
Let us look at the Republican majori
East Vina Street.
We invite inspection of our stock
carried on the railways of the United ties in Stark county for the past three under arrest.
before buving.
States during the year covered by the years:
An explosion of dynamite, the third
report of the interstate commerce com 1893 ................................................... 846 within three weeks, occurred at West
mission, just issued. That equals about 1894 ................................................... 3,835 Union. No one was hurt, but half the
seven railroad rides for every man, 1895 ................................................... 2,101 windows in town were shattered. The
And McKinley carries it in 1896 by origin of the explosions is mysterious,
woman and child in the whole country.
and officers are searching for the perpe
And out of this vast number only 170 only 850 over Bryan.
trators.
LEGAL X0T1CK.
were killed and 2375 injured. The
Valentine Swaggart, aged 35, attempt
Official returns from all the statis
number of men employed on the rail
ed
to
commit
suicide,
at
Davton,
by
HE
creditors
of Alfred E. Rawlinson
At Dever's Drugstore you
roads was 785,034, and of these 1811 having been received, the result of the bleeding to death. He arranged a washwill take notice that on the 21st day
of November, A. D. 181*6, the undersigned
were killed, and 25,695 injured. From recent election is shown to have been as tub to catch the life Huid, and cut gash
es, with a razor, in his wrist, arm and creditors filed a petition tn the court of can find a full line of
these statistics it would appear that follows:
Pleas of Knox county, Ohio,
throat. He was nearly dead when Common
STATES FOR m’KINLEV.
against said ItawlinBou and Alice A. Rawrailroad riding is one of the safest things
PURE DRUGS,
found, and has fmall chances of recov liuson, his wife, and others, the object and
California
.........
9
NewHampshire
4
a man can do, while railroading as a
prayer of which petition is to procure a de
Connecticut..... 6 New Jersey...... 10 ery’.
DRUG SUNDRIE3,
bti8tnrss is a haz. irdous occupation.
of court declaring an assignment of a
Delaware.......... 3 New York.
Samuel Richard, a farmer of Fox cree
certain
stock
of
millinery,
fixtures,
and
township, Carrol county, near Salineville, other articles by said Alfred E Rawlinson
PATENT MEDICINES,
Dr. John Fryfr, of the University of Illinois.............. 24 North Dakota...
Indiana............. 15 Ohio..................
was arrested at the latter place for pas to said Alice A. Rawlinson on Dec. 26th,
California, has come into possession of Iowa.................. 13 Oregon..............
PERFUMES,
sing a raised greenback. The note had 1895. to have been made with intent to dra volume of the famous encyclopaedia Kentucky......... 12 Pennsylvania...
been altered from a two to a five by fraud creditors, and ordering said property
TOILET WATERS,
neatly pasting the figure 5 out of an old so assigned to be administered for the bene
published in Chinn in 172G, and contain Maine .............. 6 Rhode Island...
fit of all other creditors who may come in
......... 8 Vermont..........
confederate bill over the 2 and altering and
ing at that time 5,000 volumes, which Maryland
become
entitled
to
share
in
the
proceeds
SOAPS,
Massachusetts ..15 West Virginia.
the word “two.”
thereof.
were indexed in twenty volumes. The Michigan.......... 14 Wisconsin........ 12
THOMAS H. OSBORNE.
TOOTH, NAIL AND
l»ook is known as the “Tu-shn-chi- Minnesota........ 9
ELIZABETH E. HUTCHINS.
Total................272 ItOARI) OF HEILTH NOTICE
HENRY W. HUNT.
Ch’eng,” and is one of the largest liter
HAIR BRUSHES,
John Adams, attorney.
STATES FOR BRYAN.
ary works ever produced in the world.
It havirg been reputid Io this board (hat
Alabama
..........
11
Nebraska
..........
8
CLOTHES BRUSHES.
The subjects treated comprise the entiie
several cases of scarlet fever in tlie city
Administrator’s Notice.
knowledge possessed in China, classi Arkansas........ - 8 Nevada............ 3 have not been reported io the health officer
Colorado.......... 4 North Carolina.. 11 by the attending phys'eian and, this being
rOTICE is hereby given that the under The Finest Line of Cigars
fied under the heads of astronomy and Florida.............. 4 South Carolina.. 9 in violation of Section 2118, Revised Stat
signed,has been appointed and qualutes
ot
Ohio,
which
re»ds
as
follows:
mathematics, physical and political Georgia............ 13 South Dakota... 4
fied Administrator of the estate of
in the city.
The
owner
or
agent
of
the
owner
of
a
8U8ANNAH HORN,
geography, human relationship, science Idaho................ 3 Tennessee......... 12 hr u-e in which a petaon resides who has
anti inanimate Nuture, metaphysics and Kansas.............. 10 Texas.............. .. 15 tmall-|>ox nr any other diseasedangermts to late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the
Kentucky......... 1 Utah.................. 3 the public health, and the physician called Probate Court of said county.
doctrinal philosophy, and political econ Louisiana........ 8 Virginia............ 12 to
November IS, 1896.
attend the person so affected,shall within
L B. HOUCK.
omy.
Mississippi....... 9 Washington..... 4 twenty-four hours aft-r becoming cognizant
Administrator.
Missouri .......... 17 Wyoming......... 3 ot H e fact give notice to the Board of
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
26 Public Square
Health and when a person so affected, is
Dr. Temple, the recently appointed Montana.......... 3
removed
to
a
pest-house
or
a
hospital,
the
Total
...175 B-ibkI of Health is empowered to u^e all
Archbishop of Canterbury, lias the dis
... 97 nece-sary means to restrain him of his WOODWARD OPERA HOUSE.
tinction of being probably the only man McKinley’s majority...... .
1 b-rty until the danger of infection or con
who has refused to yield to the will of
Mr. James N. Eckels, the comp tagion from such dieare ceases
GRANT A STEVENS
Managers.
the Emperor <»f Germany. When the troller of the United States Currency, in
8ec4ou 2*20—Tenalty Any person other
than
an
otfie^
who
feits
to
faithfully
latter was visiting England,says a writer a telegram to the Chicago Times Herald
comply with any of the provisions of the Monday Eve., Nov. 30
in the Boston Transcript, he sent'a re dated Monday, says:
preceding recti n shall pay a fine not exfifty dollars.
quest to Dr. Temple to call upon him.
“I believe the National Banks should ce-ding
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
The statute also tegulating qua’antine
The time of the Bishop of London is issue all the paper currency of the makes a very heavy fine fur peteona who
Of
America
’s leading German Com
always fully occupied. To make even a country, and with these powers given have been i • fected to Pave bafere given a
edian,
them
they
should
be
obliged
to
redeem
certificate
from
<he
health
officer.
The
Si
e
formal call on the Emperor of Germany the same in gold. Tins they could is from five to fifty dollars, or imprison
at a time when, owing to his visit, pas readily do it the legal tenders were re ment not more than ten days.
The hoaid has done everything in its pow
senger and vehicular travel was almost moved and they were completely freed
er to stamp out this disease and alii more
from
further
silver
agitation.
I
have
at a standstill in the streets of London
In his Original Success,
vigorous means will be ns d, and to that
no doubt that under such circumstances end all physicians and others whose duty it
meant the giving up of nearly a whole they
would be willing to undertake it.” is to report these cases io the proper atiday, every minute of which was filled
Well, the “further silver agitation” thqriries failing to do so will be prosecute I
up with most important episcopal en- will not cease under any such condi accordingly.
The Great New York Police Play.
The board also warns the public about
gagtments. Actuated, therefore, by a tions. Gold and National bank notes throwing
out nny garbrge in the street ami SEE
high sense of duty, Bishop Temple de alone tor circulation. To accomplish alleys of the ci y. Other towns around ns
The Great Brooklyn Bridge.
are having an ep'demic of scarlet fever,
clined to co, saying it was impossible that would produce the greatest finan diphtheria
East River by Moonlight.
and other infictious disease-,
fur him to comply with the Emperor’s cial calamity.
and it behooves our cit:zens to put for<h
A River of Real Water.
extra
efforts
to
protect
our
cityfrom
a
l.ke
20—Boys in Swimming—20.
requ st. The bearer of the message
fate.
10—Big Specialty Acts—10.
Was Benedict Arnold rewarded for
w is thunderstruck at these words, and
The board has experienced a great amount
said: “My Lord, neither I nor anybody his perfidy? Yes, he was made a briga of trouble this year from hog (tens, aud it U EXl 1TISC PL IV. A LU’CniSd CYHOSErecommends to the city Council that it ptss
else ever conveyed such an answer to dier general in the British army and an ordinance that on and after the fi st day
Prices—25, 35 and 50
of
Apri’. 1897, no hogs shall be allowed to
paid
a
sum
ot
money.
The
precedent
the Emperor <*f Germany!” “I cannot
cents.
be
kept
within
the
rorpo-ate
limits
of
the
help it, said Bishop Temple, “you must being established, we see no historical citv.
Bv order of the board,
Seals on sale at Grfen’s
II W BLAIR,
I.xROY G. HUNT,
couvey it no v." And he never made objection to a Boltocrat receiving a posidrug store.
Health
Officer.
President.
No. 20 N. Main Sti ee
tion :n McKiuley’s cabinet.
he desrelcnll.

JAMES PATTOSDJ

DOORS,
SASH and
MOULDINGS.
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A HOUSE ....

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•>•••••••

JND CUT IN TWAIN..................
MISSES’ UNDERWEAR.

1
LI J

1 Lot Misses’ Underwear, were 68c., now 25c. to close out.

LADIES’ SILK EMBROIDERY HOSE.
1 Lot Ladies’ Siik Embroidery Hoee, were 50c., now’..................25c.

\J PIV1
11 u If A.

■ r I’Mi
ll
J.

BLACK SILKS.
$1 00, now........................ 69c.
1 Piece Black Gros Grain Silk, was $1.25, now........................ 89c.
1 Piece Black Gros Grain Silk, was $1.50, now........................ 99c.
1 Piece Black Armour Silk, was $1.25, now................................. 89c.

2 Pieces Black Gros Grain Silk, was

FANCY SILKS.

DRY

GOODS

'

1 Set of Short Length Silks for Trimming, were $1.00 and $1 75,
now 75c. yard.

.. CARPETS , .

DRESS GOODS.
1 Lot of Drees Goods reduced from 58c. to 25c.
Short Length 6 4 Ladies’ Cloth, were 50c., now 25c.

JERSEY RIBBED UNDERWEAR.
1 Case Jersey Ribbed Ladies’ and Misses’ Vests and Drawers, were
35c., now i8c. or two for 35c.

Browning

&

Special Values
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

in

Sperry,

THE PEOPLE’S DRY GOODS STORE.

♦♦
♦

Odds and Ends

1

♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦

of

FALL

AND

ALL RINDS,

MAX MYERS,

r

UNDERWEAR

WINTER STOCK

JUST RECEIVED.

and Children’s

---------------- M-----------------

NEW AND NOBBY LINE

CLOTHING

OF

CLOAKS,

AT PRICKS TO SUIT THE TIMES.

ROBES

A full line Neptune Anti-Pluie Porous Waterproof
goods, in Men's Boys’ and Children’s Suits, Overcoats
and Ulsters. Guaranteed ABSOLUTELY WATER
PROOF. Our boys' Knee Pants at 25 and 50 cents are
special good values.

and CAPS.

LEATHER STOCKINGS FOR BOYS.
Do not buy UNDERWEAR until you have seen our

SoleAgentsfor theSTAND
1
ARD PATTERNS.

♦

line. Our 25 and 50 cent garments are eye-openers.
' Men’s Union Suits in Merino and Wool.
Our new Merchant Tailoring department is a decid
ed success. Fit and workmanship guaranteed.
Give us a call.

A.

F.

♦♦
t

nun :

STAUFFER,

D

The One Priced Cash Clothier, N. E. Cor. Public Square.

SI

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< « ♦»mm
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SILAS PARR

J

R. I. ARNOLD £ GO.
4-_+ _f_+

R. I. ARNOLD 4 CO.

1SI1. YEAR
SlWESSm RVS1SESS EXPEttltM t'-X^

IIXE-TBIEK

ACEXtV !

1

REAL ESTATE!
To deny the fact that NIXON
& CO. have the finest line of

New, Nobby and Up-to-Date

Dress

fire insurance

!

JK.ll EST1TE 8M*, BESTED »!# EXI'B15CE»!

Goods,

FIRE INSUBANCE-A SPECIALTY
^OFFICE, MASONIC TEMTLE

Ladies' and Misses’

.

.

MT . VXBhON . «t:r

.

Jackets, Coats and Capes
ever exhibited in Mt. Yeruon,
and the BEST OF ALL IS,

the prices are so low.

We have
Just figured
It out
And proved it
That you
Can save
Money
By buying
\ our dry goods
At NixonA Co.
We care not
what
department
you find,
and the
same price
to all.

NOTICE

T

N

ASd'kELIABI.E

NOW !

A

Is the time to buy.
Conte and investi
gate our great line of
Listers, Overcoats,
Suits, Storm Coats,
Box Coats and Mack
intoshes, Underwear
and Gloves. Low
Prices. Good Goods.
Clock Coupons with
every sale.

m
Square aud
flam Street.

NIXON&Co.
N. E. CORNER PUBLIC SQUARE.

ED. DEVER,

gss THE OPPORTUNITY

DiamondDyesi

GUS

3

GRAND ART LINEN AND FANCY WORK OPEN- ’
ING AND SAlE AT . .

WILLIAMS,

ONE OFTHE FINEST!

SCRIBNER & CO.,

OF THE SEASON!

R. C. Mitchell, Son & Co.’s.

MRS. C. H. REYNOLDS

Japanese mattings are one ol the
nicest things of the age. Not like the ■
Crestline,
Ohio, Recommends old
fashioned matting. Finer, more 2T?
TIHRSIHV, FRIDAY AYD SATURDAY
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
l>eautiful and more durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
“Crestline, O., Apr. 23,1896.
Of Tills Week,
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
-V
To The Wright Medical Co.,
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
Columbus, O.
Under
the
auepices
of
Mrs.
Margaret
C.
Vaughen.
A
fine
display
of
as
Stop and see them.
Art Linen Work will be on exhibition from Chicago and other places,
Gents—I have purchased a box of
All lovers of the beautiful Art Work are cordially invited to attend
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
IL Kinsey, Druggist, and used them for
See that you get a rebate coupon
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can ticket for the amount of even* cash 1
H. H. Griggs A Co. will also have a Special Cloak Sub during
truly say that one l»ox of your Capsules purchase of groceries at Warner W. 1
the same time. A. F. Force iu charge.
sa
have done me more good than anything Miller’s, until Jan. 1,1897.
else I have ever tried. Yours very truly
Do not fail to attend this opening. No. US. Main Street.
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.
Gold Aluminum Table Ware
Pocket Knives, Razors and Pocket Given for rebate coupon tickets at War
Books at Beam’s.
ner W. Miller’s until Jan. 1, 1897.

Pl
n

■?S5

IIWK JllltS
Gathered Together While
Passing Along,
And Which Include Choice
Ijocal Happenings,
1’lifsifian'* Case Found in Stone Quar
ry—II. M. Itamey, or Los Gatos, Cal.,
Arrives In City With Broken BarkValuable Violin Smashed in a Buna*
way.

— Retail price: Butter, 12; eggs, 20.
— The Banner's priza distribution. See
last page.
— E 0. Arnold will inaugurate bis ninth
annual opening on Dec. 2.
— A daughter was born to Mr. and Mr?.
Chari,s Claypool, of N. Mulberry sticet,
Monday.
— Tbe Women’s Christian Association
will hold tbeir regular meeting, at the M.
C. L rooms, Wednesday, Dec 2, at 2:3Q
p. tn.
— Are yon in on the prize distiibution of
the Banker? L< <>k up the notice on tbe
last pt*e, n id tak , a Iva ita;e ofihe great
offer.
— Tbe Banner's prize distribution will
positively close on January 20. Findont all
about the plan, as revealed in the notice on
tbe last page.
— The prize distribution of the Banker is
something that every citizen of Knox coun
ty can participate in. Read the notice on
the last page for particulars.
— Those who intend to participate in tbe
Binker's prize distribution should lead
t e tulea carefully, as there will positively
be no deviation fmtu them.
— On Nov. 25 and 26 the 0. A. SiC. will
sell excursion tickets between all stations at
rate of one fare for the round trip. Good
going on date of sale, and for return until
Nov- 29.
— On November 28 the Baltimore A Ohio
tailrcad will sell excursion tickets to Chi
cago, 111 , at greatly reduced rates, good fur
return on all regular trains until December
2, inclusive.
— Greatest offer ever made! Read the
Banner's prize distribution scheme, on tbe
last page. Outside of the opportunity to get
a prize, the plan affords entertai nment ard

instruction.
— For the meeting of the Ohio State
Grange at Bellfontaine, the C A. & C. R R.
will sell excursion tickets Dec 7 and 8, good
going on day of sale and good returning un
til Dec 11, inclusive.
— Harry Crumley, proprietor of the Log
Cabin saloon, was arrested about nine
o’clock Tuesday evening for conducting a
dice game. He plead guilty and was fined
|25 and costs by Mayor Hunt.
— On Thanksgiving day. the morning
train south on tbe C. A. it C. will leave Mt
Vernon at 7:30 o’clock instead of 0:30.
Round trip to Columbus, only one dollar.
Good on any trains on that date.
— A new change of t»n e on the B. A Obecame effective Sunday. The only change
in anff trains passing through this city was
in that of No. 46. This train is now due
at 5:21 a m, instead of 5:52 a. m.
— Earl Dntt, while playing with some
youthful companions in a stone quarry east
of the city Saturday, fonnd a physician's
case concealed under some leaves and rocks
The case contained bottles, an apothecary’s
scales and a number of labels, one of which
bore the name of Dr. Leonard, of Amity.
The case, io good condition, was turned
over to SherifTSapp.
— E. J. and Charles Hill, of Morris
township, were the unfortunate victims of
a disastrous runaway Thursday evening.
Their horse took fright at a loose colt near
Loveridge’s and ran away. Charles was
thrown out and badly bruised, and a valu
able violin smashed to pieces. The horse
ran to Wooster avenue and was stopped,
but not until after the buggy bad been
completely wrecked.
— The concert given at the Baptist
church Friday was one of the rsre musical
events of the season. The program was ar
ranged by Mrs. Margaret Vaughan. Miss
Maude Brent, of Columbus, sang two solos
in a most artistic manner. The other par
ticipants were Mrs. Vaughan, Miss Porter
Miss Coup, Mbs Baker, Mrs. Frank Alfred.
Mrs. E. 0. Arnold. Mrs. Peterman, Miss
Neal, and Mrs. Belle Cri'chfield.
— A “Spellin' Bee” given last Thursday
evening at St. Paul’s Parish House by the
Woman’s Auxiliary furnished entertain
ment galore for the many who attended. It
was an olden-time affair complete -Mr. D.
B. Kirk being “master” of the school.
Those present were divided into two classes.
Mayor L. G. Hunt and C. A. Bope acting in
the capacity of “choosers.” Mr. Hunt’s
side carried off the honors of the schoo'.
— On Thanksgiving day at 3 o’clock, the
K. T. football team, of this city,will line up
against the Gambier high school team. As
all business places arc closed upon this day,
it will be the first opportunity this season
for many admirers of the game to attend. As
K. T. have created quite a reputation for
themselve*, they will have many friends at
Abe Park to cheer them on to victory. Ad
mission ten cents. Ladies admitted free.
— Tbe Circuit Court last week beard the
Phifer chattel mortgage case?, cn which
Judge Thomas E. Duncan had recently
passed an opinion. The Circuit Court held
tbe J-J. Phifer mortgage invalid, but sus
tained those of Mrs. H. M. Phifer, which
in the two latter instances was a reversal of
Judge Duncan’s decision. It is believed
the Supreme Court will be asked to pass
upon the matter.— Loudonville Democrat.
— A fairly good house witnessed the pro
duction of “My Dad the Devil” at Wood
ward Thursday evening. It is a comedy
sketch wim a slight seggestion of a plot. A
vein of humor runs through the whole per
formance which is also provided with a
number of good specialties The greit trio,
Wills, Collins and Wills, of “Two Old Cro
nies” fame, are with the show. Miss Norma
Wills is vivacious and charming as ever and
received several enchores in her vocal select
ions.
— Ray Warren, young son of Charles
Warren, residing on West High street, was
accidentally run overby a buggy contain
ing Dr. Reinhart and Thomas Ausking?,
Thursday evening. In comjxny with sev
eral boys he was playing in front of Gen
Jones' jesiderce. Not noticing the ap
proach of the buggy, he started across the
sheet and was s'rnck by the horse. He
wrs carried home in an insensible condi
tion and Dr. Fulton called. An examina
tion died js«d that no bones were broken
though the youngs'er was badly bruised
and shaken up.
_ Mr. H. M. Ramey, of Los Gato*. Cal.,
an uncle of Mr. P. B, Chase, of this city,
arrived here Sunday evening and after
spending the night at the residence of Mr.
O C. Chase was taken to Sparta on Mon
day. Mr Ramey is in a helpless condition
owing to ft dislocation of the spine. Several
months ago while driving up the mountain
side near his home, the accident occurred,
bnt in what manner has never beeu ascer
tained. He was frond along the mountain
rmd by a searching party after his horse
hail retnrned home without him, but be
was unconscious and remembered nothing
o’ the accident.
_ The second Star Course entertainment
was given at the Woodward Monday even
ing by the Royal Entertainment Co., com
posed of Miss Pauline Ittgre Johnson, So
prano; Mias Grace A. Green, reciter; Mr. J.
Stewart Blackton. cartoonist: Mr. Albert E.
Smith, shadowgraphist. The entertainment
on the whole was a pleasing one, Ihongh
some of their work was a little worm eaten
w th age. Miss Green, as a reciter, is per
haps the most natural artist in the company.
Her selections were rendered with a natural
ness that made them highly entertaining.
Miss Johnson sang a eong in Swedish that
was no doubt, a p’easant treat to many of
the audience. Mr. Smith’s sbadowgraphy
wsa his best performat ce while Mr. Blackton's sketches werecleveily executed,though
he did nothing to show that he possesses
original ity.

SOCIETY SCINTILLATION*

Visitors (tern And Elsewhere --Si.*’-,
dry Items of Gossip.

isi injunniii.

Tbe Monday Club met at the Pariah 1 Peep at Lake Hiawatha
House November 23 at two o’clock* Itr*.
Park and I<« Plans.
Beaton gave a sketch of Jane Austin ., life
and Mrs. Kinney read a most interesting
paper on Charlotte BronieThe new
woman was dttcussed during the time allot Prospects For a Good Sea
ted to current events. A committee, con
son Are Excellent.
aisting of Mrs. Weight, Mrs. Russell and
Miss Vance, was appointed with a view of
securing Mrs. Bethel, of Columbus, to give The A ml JI or in m Will Be One of tile
Handsomest Structures of Its Kind
five lessons in parliamentary law. It is the
intention ofgiviug others than members of
(it the State—Built of Brown and
the club tin opportunity of taking the les
Berea Stone—A System of Sewerage
sons, and the club would be pleased to have - —Lake Being Put In Skating Order.
an expression from those desiring to take
Ever since the closing of the season iml‘»ove»nei.te ha'e b«eu going steadily on at
Lake Hiawatha I’atk A free of men
has b.-eu constantly employed m»ki g alterftitona and improvements in tbe grounds,
luetustic bridges aie being replaced by
moie subs antial ►•one ones afld on all aides
the Park is taking on that air of suLdity
that augurs well for tbe future. A eyatem
of fewer,ge ai<d catch basins is being put
iu to car y cfT the surplus of water that
M is. Cyrus Coup is visiting her sister in during rainy seasons has been such a source
of annoyance. Unsightly stumps that
Springfield.
Mrs. Charles Bird is visiting friends and formerly marred the landscape have been
removed and tbe accompanying depression!
relatives in Mt. Gilead.
Rev. A. B. Williams is In Wood county, leveled and sotloeii. Wherever possible,
tree? are bdag p'anied a hose sheltering
engaged in evangelical wotk.
Thomas and William Ashton, of Alla foliage wid.in time, allotd a tool re'reat to
the pkasttre steker weary from au oppres
une, III , are visiting in the city.1
Miss Lulu Abbott has g >ne for a visit sive sun. 'I lose improv, meats will be
prosecuted at all favorable opportunities
with relatives In Wilkesbsrre, Px.
Depit’y Auditor Geo. Vore spent Sunday throughout the winter season, and any
mattrrs that were passed unheeded during
in Hudson, the guest of his daughter.
Miss Nannie Israel, of Millwood, is in the the busy period will be fully attended to
I br-fore the formal opening next year. In
chy to spend Thanksgiving with friends.
Mr. A. C. Collins returned Saturday from March ground will be broken and work
an extended bittiness trip through the commenced on the new auditorium.
Wheu this structure is completed it will
East.
Mbs Maude Hubbell returned Friday be one of the tiuest buildings of i>s kind in
from an extended visit with friends in the State. Il will be located north of where
the theatre stood last year, directly’ in front
Bloomington, III.
A number of acciety people from thia city of the ci^ar stand between the br- ad walk
attended the Ariqn Club concert, in Col and the rare.track. Tbe building will be
70x120 fret, with a self-supporting roof.
umbus Thursday evei.ing.
Ms H IL Greer and Mrs Frank L This will do away with all columns, giving
Beam, of Eot High street, entertained at dear and unobstructed view to the audi
ence. It will be constructed of stone to
tea Wediusday evening.
Mr-and Mr?. A- A Whitney^ have re the roof, consisting of tlfrty columns, 24
turned to Morrow county, afters pleasant inchrs square at the base and 20 inches
square at the top. The base of the columns
visit with friends iu thia vicinity.
Miss Fanaie Thompson enteitained a to the height of lour fret v il1 be construct
number of her friends in a hospitable mau- ed of brown atcnir; tbe remtir.drr will be
ner at her home on E Vine street; Tuesday built of Berea stone. T1 e icof is Io 1* of
stained shingle with a five foot projection
evening.
Mr?. Isaac Henley and daegh'er, Miss beyond the edge of the column?. The in
Celts, have gone to Philadelphia to join terior will be of amphitheatre form, with
Mr. Henley, 'll ey will make that city tbeir the rtar scsts at an elevation < f ten feet
over those at tbe frent, «acb row of seals
futuie home.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Magill returned to surmounting the one ditcc ly ahead of it by
their home in Youngstown. Monday. They four inches.
Tbe srating arrangement will surpass
were in the city to attend the funeral of
that <f the average ampLithea re. The
Mis. A. D. Bunn.
Mis-es Maty and Frances Miller, of Miller center will be supplied with opera chairs of
township, are spending the week in G ecu a high grade and convenience, while the re
Valley, the guests of their aunt, Mr?. mainder will be supplied wi ll bench seats
similar lo thote used in churches. Its
Themes 8. Phillips.
Mr9. H. A. Str.rges entertained the seating capacity will he 1.5C0, three times
Gambier Sheet Catd Club Tuesday evet
a? great rs ar y church in the city and twice
ing at progressive euchre- Pr:z?s were won that i f Woodwatd Opera House. In order
by Miss Midge Cooper and Mrs F. I’. ’0 b, f-r.ified epeinst inclement weather,
8tnrge?.
and in vase that it is di sired at any time to
Miss Saidee Stevens left for Columbus enclose the auditorium, heavy awning cur
Thursday. There she vas joined by Miss tain?. operated on rollers, will be hung be
Bessie Bennett and together they left for a tween the eh ne columns
ten days’ trip to Cincinnati. Kentucky and
The stage wdl have an opening of thirty,
five feet with sufficient height and depth to
Virginia*
Dr and Mrs. Goodwin, of Minneapolit: permit Ihe operation of all mechanical ef
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas, of Newark; fects necessary in giving a first class theat
and Mr?. Charles P. Peterman,of Brooklyn, rical production. Dressing rooms and
were here Sunday to attend the funeral of property rooms will be built adjoining and
T. L Clarke.
tbe whole lighted with electricity. It will
Hon. Chas. Cooper gave a sapper party be large enough to permit of a performance
Tuesday evening, at his home, to the minis such as that given by Conterno last season,
ters and their wives, of tbe city. Those and hereafter when threatening weather
present were Revs Smythe. Wilbur, Turner, pr?va:j9 it will be so utilized.
Rise, Bradley, Johnson. Artis and Endly.
at has been suggested by one of the min
The dance given by the Kokosing Club isters of tbe city that during the heated
Thursday evening in Kirk Hall was a ‘■•>ason of July and August, a union service
highly successful affair. About tw«n y be held each Sunday in the auditorium. It
couple were present and spent the time re was his plan that the ministers alternate,
sponsive to sweetest strains, evolved .by each takiDg his tarn at conducting the ser
Prof. Al Kirg, of Mansfield.
vice?,and that the choirs of all the churches
The Dougherty Club gave a recej -a so uniting Ls combined into one grand
T hursday evening in their pleasant rooms chorus
■*" r; '.
>
•’
on South Main Street? About forty coup>«
The theatrical season will open May 31
were present. At the close of tbe entertain and continue until September 1. The au
ment a su mpti ous supper was served? ditorium will be closed during the session
Hi'l's orchestra furnished the music.
of the Chautauqua assembly in July, and
Mrs I. N. Hurlbut, of Columbus; Mta. I. also during tbe progress of campmeeting at
N. Bound?. Laporte, Ind ; Mrs. Sarah Fa- Sychar. The character of tbe attractions
gain, Shelby: Mr. and Mrs. Chari?? W. will be of a high s'andard and thoroughly
Gowan, of Youngstown, and Mr. Robert in keeping with the han.dsome house in
Lucas, of Columbus, wete in the city which they will be brought ont. No advance
Thursday to attend tbe funeral of Mrs. A. it>pr,c*» * ■ ! Ira n»ad.,^«n,t.lbe admiseiou.of
five cents at tbe gate will be ail tbe charge.
D. Bunn.
The
management of the theater will be en
Mr- and Mrs. R% C. Mitchell celebrated
the anniversary of their marriage in a tirely in charge of Mr. John Baker, who
most hospitable manner at their home will be remembered as a member of tbe
on Lamartine Place. November 18. team. Baker & Lynn, who so highly pleased
About thirty of their friends were our people last season. Mr Baker is now
present and made merry until a late hour. with one of the White Crook companies,
An elegant and tempting repast was Served. touting the south.
The dairy kitchen will be removed nearer
to the auditcriura and converted into a
cafe, with open sides and a covered porch
twelve feet wide extending around it, sup
plied with tables to accommodate 120 peo
Sent to the Insane Aayluin From This ple where a first-class menu will bt served.
The dining ball will be operated as hereto
County in IXM7.
fore, though meals will be served to the
cottageis only, or to parties giving notice
He Stabbed Conductor Edwards, of in* advance.
At the cloM* of the
s< ’k>o1 j«ir the Mi. Vernon Academy will
the C., A. & C., While Being
be furnished and operated as Hiawatha Ho
Ejected From the Train?
tel. An entrance witl be constructed near
the zoo in order to make the hotel accessible.
Mat'i Koivuaho, a native of Finland, who All meals, however, will be setved at the
was sent to the asylum from this county in dininghall.
1887, died in that institution Friday night.
The billiard room will be arranged for the
Around this information there lie9 a »ale accommodation of pionic parties, and a part
of unfortunate crime that is seldom surpa^-| th, bowling alley qnerters arranged to
sed. On February 21, 1887, Koivuaho was provide for the billiard tables. No privi
a passenger on a south-bound C'., A. A C. leges will be sold,but all will be operated by
passenger train. He was bound front sont’* the Tark management, which, in itself, is
point in Michigan to Ihe east and had board assurance nf first claes service
ed this train by mistake, Ida ticket calling
Great preparations are being made for the
for another route. When this City was great cirnival of skating that is to come.
reached the conductor, J. R. El wards, at Workmen are cleaning the lake of every
tempted to put the fellows off, but he resist vestige of grass and vegetable deposit so that
ed. In the »cuffie the foreigner drew a when Old Boreas sweeps down and coats it
knife and seriously cut the conductor. He i with glass it will afford all those desiring
was arrested and placed in jail, charged wi'i an excellent opportunity to indulge in this
assault with intent to kill. The grand jury sxhilerating sport.
- --------------returned an indictment, But no one seem- ' »
ed able to understand the foreigner's lan
POEM AND ESSAY PRIZES.
gnage. Interpreters were secured, none of
whom discovered more than that he was a Bequest of Rev. Wing Toward Beau
native of Finland.
tifying Gambier.
Mr. P. B. Chase was appointed his attor
On Saturday evening, November 14, the
ney, and set about to have the fellow adjud college seniors gave an infjrmal dance to
ged insane, which be finally accomplished the young ladies of Harcourt.
Much sympathy was aroused in the poor
On Thursday evening, November 19,
unfortunate's behalf, many people believing President and Mjs. Peirce entertained the
that he had stabbed the conductor while uu- members of the senior and junior classes.
der a misapprehension. He could not un
Tbe Collegian Board early in tbe autumn
derstand our language and was therefore offered prizes for tbe best essay, the best
unable to diacern the motives or tbe conduc
poem and the best story which should be
tor in putting him off the train.
presented them for publication. By the
In response to a telegram, Mr. Chase in generosity of Mr. James . D. Stephens, of
formed the asylum authorities that Koi- Trenton, N. J., formerly of tbe class of’59,
vaho had no relatives here, and he was
the amount of those prizes has been doub
probably buried in public groundsled.

Mr. an l Mrs John M Blocher enteitaii-ed Wednesday evening at pr gessive'
pedm nt their hone mi West High street.
About fifty guesis w» re preseutand enjojed
tlte pleasures of the occasion. Pr:Z‘i wer-; '
won by Mrs. Cltra Mercer ai d Mr. J. I*
Smoot". Booby prizes were awarded (.',,1-J
uoibiis EwnL an.l Mrs. Dell Wright. The ,
guests were regaled with a temptiug dit.
ner.

MATTI KOIVUAHO DEAD

— The Central Lnion Telephone Co. gave
au interesting exhibition of long distance
communication in theCurtis House parlors
Saturday afternoon from three to n veo’clock.
The afiair was in charge of Supt. B. FLloyd, of Columbus, and son Donald; W. A.
Vail, of New York; Engineer Cook, of Colnmbu?; and R E. Manly, local-manager.
Forty receivers wete placed at ihe disposal
of tbe public. Music and recitations from
Chicago, New York, Nashville and Pitts
burg were heard with wonderful distinctness
Mies Dora Ensminger, who is attending
school in Nashville, was called up and her
friends in this city given the opportunity of
conversing with her. S. H. Peterman con
versed with his brother iu Brooklyn. Dur
ing the boors of the exhibition a large
crowd was ic attendance.
— Major Geo.-H. Weigh, who has been in
command of the Hospital Corps of the 17th
Regiment has tendered his resignation to
Gov. Bushnell and the re*ignation has been
accepted. It has been known for some time
past that there was trouble brewing between
Major Welch and Col. A. L. Hamilton, and
the resignation was the direct resnlt of the
difficulties.
— At a meeting of the directors of the
Republican Pub.Co-, Tuesday afternoon, A.
C- Dickinson was chosen president and
general manager, the vacancies being occssioned by the death of C- F. Baldwin.

SILENT MAJOniTY.

m £91 THE 09U99.

Clarke.
Suddenly, and without warning, tire sU*
preme summons came to Thaddeus L. How <lic W1
Boodle
Clarke, an nged and respected cil’Z.’O of
W
as
Holed
Out.
this city, Thursday noon.
Mr.Clarke, whose life’s history is inter
woven with the early business interests of
Of Course “lo Get Out Hie
this city, met tbe end peacefully while sit
ting in his ehair at his home, 300 East
Vote** Cost Something.
High street. He had gone to tbe cellar and
replenished the fire in the furnace. Re
turning. he stop|>ed in the kitchen, and The Time Alloted by Law for Their
Filing’ Expired Last Monday, and
passed on to his accustomed chair near the
register in the tiding room. His wife en
Though Both Statements Were Tardy,
tered the room a few moments later ami
They Got iu on Time—Here’s the
found him dead in the chair. HIs son. Dr.
Figures, Figure It Out.
T. E Clarke was notified, bnt life was ex

tinct.
Mr. Clarle was born in Ya'rs county, N
Y . June 11. 1811 He learned tbe tr««ks of
millright and machinist, later manufactur
ing engine? and saw mills. In 1836 he was
married to Mias Amanda Blair. In 1841 be
came to this city and was employed by the
firm of C. A E. Cooper as draughtsman. In
1848 Le assumed a parti ership in the busi
ness under tbe name Coope s A Clarke. In
1858 he left the firm and assumed manage
ment of tbe Kokoait'g iron wotks, but a
year later went to Detroit to construct grain
elevator?. Afterwards be was in charge of
the mechanical department at the Cooper
work?. Superintendent of the State Line
machine shops at Kansas City .Superintend
ent of the Blandy works at Newark. In
1876, he returned to this city, leased the
Kokosing iron works and manufactured a
patent grain shovel. Later, in company
with bia sor, John, he conducted a retail
queensware. wallpaper and carpet business.
Iu 1887 he retired, and tas practically lived
in retirement ever since.
Mr. Clarke is survivel by his wife and
two children, Dr. T. E. Clark?, of this city,
and John Clarke, of Aurora, Ill. The fun
eral services were held at the residence Sun'
day afternoon aud interment was made in
Mound View, Rev. W. J. Turner officiat
ing.
MILES.

Mrs. Charles E. Miles. n?e Miss Harriet
Thompson, formerly of this city, died at
her home. No. 880 Fiankliu avenue. Col
umbus, last Tuesday night at 11 o’clock,
of puerperal fever. She is rurvived by her
husband and a four-weeks-old daughter.
The funeral will take place Fridty after
noon at lo’clock. Services will be held
at the late home of the decease! and inter
ment will be at Columbus. Mrs. Miles was
33 years of sge. She was married to Dr.
Miles October 17tb, 1889.
WYTHE.

Catharine Wytbe, aged 23, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs George Wythe, died in Col
umbus Monday of hasty consumption and
was buried in Mound View Tuesday after
noon.

A BALLOUN MARRIAGE-

If was the biblical eleventh hour before
tbe Republican and Democratic Executive
Committees had completed the filing of state.
iuents of financial receipts and disburse
ments of tbe recent campaign.as required by
law. The allotted twenty days expired
Monday, and even then it was late in the
day before the coveted documents were safe
in the official care of Clerk CulbertsonDEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE.

Miss Fdith Finn, of This City, Claims
That Their Marriage was
a Raw Fake.

It appears that tbe troubles of Louie Mc
Neil, of this city, now in jail at Upper San
dusky under the alias of Hy Sidney Wallace,
are piling up. An Enquirer special from
that city states that “Hy Sidney Wallace,”
alias Louie McNeil, alias Leon Burr Robin?,
Ac , still languishes in the county jail.
Meanwhile, “Sadie Ltroy,” oneofhis man;
alleged wive?, is writing letters and wiring
messag* s rather conflicting and decidedly
contradictory. First she wrote to the “wife”
here that “Wallace” was really and truly
married to her. Then she wired that she
“is certainly not his wife." At tbe same
time sLe sent to Sheriff Pontius two letters,
written her by Wallace, and with them a
note stating that the letters would prove
they were married. Since then she has
written to Pro>ecuting Attorney Carter, also
to Sheriff Pout’us. In the letter to the Sher
iff*, she emphaticaly denies that she Was le
gaily married to Wallace.
Fii&t she ?sys that she will lake oath that
the marriage was not legal, “merely-a bal
loon marriage.” * I told Manager Burt.ofthe
Caaitio l’a>k. at Toledo, that I did not want
a legal marriage, beoanse I was not of age.
and my mother strongly objected to the
match. Mr. Burt assured me that a mar
riage was not legal under assumed names or
on a Sunday. Had I the least idea that 1
should ever hav e been hrld to the agree
ment I should never have consented to ev»n
a mock ceremony with him.”
“I am not the only Sadie Leroy. The or
iginal lives in Fremont, and I will not be
held to a marriage agreement with him.”
TLen she volunteers the statement that she
has been enpagpd to be married to a gentle
man forever a year, and adds: “If I am
married to this wre‘ch it is another man s
fault iind my ignorance.” She signs herself
as ‘E litb Finn, Mt. Vernon, 0.”

AMUSEMENTS.
SOUTH BEFORE THE WVR.

The "South before the War,” will be at
tbe Woodward this (Wednesday! evening.
It is an enteriainmeut worthy of tbe atten
tion of all theatre goer?, and lovers of good
singing at.d dancing, and the fun of min
strelsy.
The c intpany is composed of fifty artists
all of whom are noted for tbeir peculiar
talent, and they depitt a story of true
Southern life in slavery times. Although
the company is largely composed of colored
l>erformers, the principal charac era are
taken by white artists who stand preemin
ently in the front ranks of minstrelsy. The
stage pictures are certainly true to nature.
The cotton picking scene, with the colored
people picking the cotton on the plantation
and ihe rich melodies by the company
awaken the sympathetic and music loving
stul.
OXE CF THE FINEST.
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2?, Keefer & Phillips....
28. Wm. Tudor ............
28, John Sauderson......
28, T. R. Plummer....
28. A. R. Sipe.................
28, Sila? Parr....... ...........
28, R. P. Hall................
28, C. C. Ward.......... ....
28, H. L. Curtis.............
28, Ben Amts.................
28, J. G Stevenson..... ..
28, Wm- M. Koons.........
28, C C. lams.................
28, W. <J. Cooper.......... .
28, F. L. Fairchild........
28 S. G Dowds.............
28, F. V. Owen..............
28, H. D Critchfield.....
28, Wilmot Sperry.........
28, Robt. Colville..........
28, J. K. Baxter............
28. John E. Russell......
28. Geo B. Bunn..........
28. Eii Hamilton..........
23, W. B. Weaver..........
28, S. Rigbtmire ............
28, C. K. Conard............
28, Dr. Beggs.................
28. L- G. Hunt................
28. Geo. Bennett ..«......
28, Republican Pub. Co..
28, Thomas Clark..........

Total.................................
DISBURSEMENTS.

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 co
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
4 00
2 75
35 00
15 co
10 00
10 00
10 (ID
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 ■A)
10 00
5 00
3 00
5 00
ft on
5 00
20 00
10 00
5 00
3 00
2 00
5 00
5 00
188 50
5 00

iigols of tbe I. 0. 0. F.f ic obtain sid and

Assignment ol Cases to be
Heard Aext Week.

Sept. 17, Justus D. Smoots...
“ 17. F. *) Levering.......
“ 26, Harrison Ferris....
“ 28, J. B. Coflinbury....
29, John D. Jones........
Oct 1, E. M. Wickham......
“ 3, T. R. Simmons........
*• 5, E. M. Wickham......
“ 12, S. M. Douglass........
“ 14 Dennis Quaid.........
“ 16, Hiram Fishburn......
“ 19, 3. E. Critcbfield ......
" 19, C. W. McKee...........
“ 19. 1). M Park...............
’* 19, J. C. Levering.........
“ 19. L W. Armentrout...
“ 19, Wm. A. Wander....
“ 19, E. I. Mendenhall....
“ 19, A. T. Fulton.............
“ 19, John Myers........ X.....
“ 19, John M. Blocher___
“ 20. E M- Wickham.......
” 20, John IL Coflinbury..
“ 21, Max Meyers.............
“ 21, Wm. Banning.........
“ 21, R. B McCreary.........
“ 21,0 W. Yanger...........
“ 21, T- R. Simmons......
Oct. 23, J D. Jones............
“ 21, B. J. Rinehart........
“ 24, J. C. Hammond.......
“ 26. E. W. Tulloes.........
27, R. H Torrey...........
“ 27. Frauk Moore...........
“ 23. Cha«. Young...........
“ 29, L B. Houck............
" 30. Geo. Smilhhisler....
“ 31. L. W. Armentrout.'..
” 31, Dennis Quaid.........
“ 31. Miller Mendenhall..
“ 31, French Severns......
Nov 2, H. G. Seiler............ .
“ 2, W M Harper.........
“ 2, H. ’I YouDg.........
“ 2 John. Adams...........
“ 2. Frank Harper.........
“ 2, C. W. McKee-.........
“ 2, Howard Harper......
" 6, Dan. M. Park.........
“ 6, Channing F. Rice...
*.* 6. Wm. A. Wander......
Total..............................
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..
_
...
..
..
..
...
...
..
..
...
...
..
...
...
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
...
...
..
..
...
..
..
..
..
...
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

50 00
50 00
75 00
25 00
00 00
25 0O
35 00
25 09
25 00
10 00
25 CO
30 00
10 00
12 25
25 00
10 00
15 00
1 00
5 00
5 00
25 00
25 00
15 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
40 00
20 00
L 00
10 00
25 00
25 00
25 00
25 00
10 00
3 00
15 00
5 00
1 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
25 00
5 00
50 00
15 00
20 00
30 00
25 00
10 €0

..$1013 25

Sept.8. Col. Exalt, Coin's books...... 25 00
“ 8, Coin Pub. Co , books...a...... 6 00
“ 17, Col Ewalt. Lybarger........... 10 00
“ 21, Howard «fc Wilson, cate
chisms............................................. 5 00
Sept. 25, W. A. Davis, rent...........
5 00
“ 26, Grant A Stevens, opera
house............................................... 6 00
Sept. 25, Ed. Sheppard, use ofstove- 2 00
Ocr. 1, Col. Ewalt, postage................ 15 CO
“ 8, 8. J. Rttchte, letters................ 30 00
“ 9. Hay me? Bros . printing..,...... 17 90
“ 9, James Back, chairs and ta
bles.................................................. 7 25
Oct.9, W A. Davi«. rent.................
5 00
“ 9, R. I. Arnold A Co..stationery.. 3 41
“ 9, Robert Lybarger, rubber
stamps ...........................................
1 35
Oct. 12, H. K Cotton, music—........ 4 00
“ 12. Col. Ewalt, telegraph and
postage................... ...................... 10 00
Oct. 13, U. S, Express Co .express..... 4 05
“ 14, C. E. Critchfield, postage...... 10 00
“ 14, Na'ional Bimetallist, books.. 30 00
“ 15, J P. Dettra........................... 6 00
“ 16, L. N. Headington, banner?,. 31 35
“ 16, Chas DavidsoD. livery......... 3 50
'* 21, Grant A Stevens, opera
house.............................................. 15 00
Oct.’.9, H. K. Co’ton, music............
5 75
“ 19, C. M. Kingsbury, polling
township................. ...................... 5 00
Oct. 19, J M. Roberts, bill posting...
4 00
“ 19, E. C. Wolfe, express............
1 70
“ 19, James Coe, bill posting....... 1 50
“• 19. J. M Blocher, loraber..........
3 78
19. Adams Ex Co , express.-...
2 95
“ 22, Geo. Brentlinger, banners... 4 30
“ 28, Mr. Vernon Tel. Co.,rectal... 5 00
‘ 21, Grant A Stevens, opera
house............................................... 20 00
Oct. 20, Hann A Adair, sample tick
ets....................
5 00
Oct. 26, C. J Faulkner, speeches...... 22 50
“ 23, C. G. Snow, music ............. 25 00
“ 28, F. Weill, powder.................. 2 50
“ 23, Frank D. Shira, speeches...... 105 00
“ 28. Grsnt A Stevens, opera bouse 15 00
“ 29, C. E. Critchfield, |‘ostage.......
4 40
“ 30, J. M. Roberts, posting bills... 1- 50
“ 31. H. A. Jones, letters................ 7 43
Nov. 2, J P. Dettra, livery................ 25 00
“ 2, Frank Hirpsr, printing...... 91 50
“ 2. F. W. Severn?, band..-........ 13 00
2. Grant A Steven?, opera house 15 00
“ 3, C. T. Ensminger. lodging, etc 8 75
“ 2, J. V. V. Elder, cleaning court
house.............................................. • 2 00
Nov. 4, C* W. McKee, Lybarger meet
ing ................................................. 14 61
Nov. 2 J->hn M Kennedy. R R fare 5 00
“ 3 1) B. Grnbb, rai!r >ad fare
5 00
“ 2, J. M. Armstrong, clerical
work ............................................... 15 00
Nov. 2, Col Ewalt. services as Sec... 75 00
“ 2. Ed. Braddock, railroad fare...
5 00
“ 3. John H. Kellv,
“
... 3 00
3. E E. Shoemaker,
“
... 2 00
“ 3. W R El*v.
“
... 4 00
“ 3. Marshal Beam
“
... 3 00
“ 4. W F. Jeffriej
“
... 4 50
“ 6. Harry Dewitt
“
... 5 00
4. Haymes Bros., printing........ 7 65
“ 4, John E. Ward, railroad fare..
5 00
“ 6, Nixon A Co-, supplies............ 6 41
“ 9, Mt. Vernon Tel. Co., rental...
4 15
“ 5. Mt V. Elec. Light Co- light6 20
“ 5, W. F I*ewis, railroad fare...'..
2 70
“ 6, H. C. Blocher.
“
... 2 9u
“ 6, D. M. Park, expr;ss and
money paid.................................... 35 00
Nov 6, W U. Tel. Co., service........ 13 03
“ 6, C. F. Rice, Bennett meeting- 10 00
“ 6 A Lsfever, livery................ - 5 00
“ 6, J. P. Dettra. livery................ 25 25
“ 6. G- B Kelly, rent Kirk Hall... 35 00
‘ 6. Win Sanderson, livery......... 13 00
“ 6, Mt. Vernon Tel. Co., service.. 5 65
“ 6. W. F. Buxton, railroad fare.. 5 00
“ 7, T. R. Simmons, railroad fare 3 65
•* 14. Claude Hubbell billing, etc.
1 50
“ 14. F. T. Mercer, R. R litre fir
others.....................................:....... 1 80
Nov 14, Sanderson & McCieary,
lurober?N.................. ....................
9 03
Nov. 14, R. B. McCreary, billing...... 2 00
“ 14, Hugh Hagerty, R. R. fate.... 5 00
“ 14. R I’ Hall, livery.................. 2 00
“ 21, Geo. W. Walters, sp’l pxlice.. 1 00

Gus Williams and his company of players
Total........................................... $999 40
and rpecialists will soon be with us and our
theatre patrons will have an opportunity of
UNPAID BILLS.
witnessing his great creation of John Mish- F. W. Severn?, livery..............
.. $2 00
ler,the jolly Dutch policeman, made famous
by him ; tars ago, in the new’ production
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE.
of “One of the Finest.” The scenery and
RECEIPTS.
effVcts will play a quiet part. Mostly special
50 00
28, Chas. S. Sapp..,................
scenery will be used, principal among them Sept
It
28, L A- Culbertson............... 50 00
being the home of Mishleron Hester street
28, Geo. Murphy..................... 50 00
N. Y., where a birthday party is in pro Oct. 10, B. M. Critchfield............... 50 00
5 O0
10, Jacob Baker.......................
gress. In the twinkling of an eye we are
14, J B. Waigbt..................... 50 00
carried to an evening along the docks of the
14, W. S. Kerr......................... 100 00
East River beneath the great Brooklyn
14. C. L. Kurtz....................... 300 00
Bridge where we witness tbesai'.ing of those
14. C A G. Cooper.................. 200 00
14. L G Hunt A Co................ 25 00
mammoth steamers of the Fall River Line,
14, J C A G W. Armstrong.. 25 00
Puritan and Pilgrim. In the foreground
25 00
14, J. S Ringwalt...................
are s«en numerous boys swimming in real
25 00
14, Ben Ames................. ........
2.5 00
water from which persevering fishermen
14, B L. McElroy ..................
Tbe Rt. Rev. Francis E Brooke, of Col- are hauling live fish of all description!.
15 00
14, David Ewing....................
14,C. C. Jackson..?.................. 20 00
urabns, of tbe class of 74. spent a few days The scene is very original and one long to
28, Judson Vincent................ 20 00
in Gambier last week. On Wednesday eve be remembe ed. Finally we ate brought
28, James Israel..................... 20 00
ning, November 18, be give a very interest back to an uptown mansion on Fifth
28. W. I.. McElroy.................. ’.0 00
ing address in the college church on the avenue win re we lake ptrt in the arrest of
28. Wm. M. Ko ns.................. 10 00
10 00
28. Wm Bird........................
subject of his work in Oklahoma.
the heavy villain and after an evening of
15 00
28, L. Pi B.mebrake..............
The late Rev. Dr. M- TC. Wing, who was laughter, excitement and extreme et«j->y5 i>0
2«, R* C. Kiik ............... .......
for many years a theological professor meii', we wonder how it is possib eto trant5 00
28 H. Linderbsugb ..............
5 00
28, W. D Browning..... -......
and also Treasurer of the cdlege, left by poit and handle ?o much sc-nery, s > much
5 00
28. F L. Beam .......................
bequest a sum to be used in beautifying •ffec's. in the comp .r.ttivelv short time of
5 00
28. Wm Welsh.............. -...........
Gambier TheTrus'e?3 have appointed a one ;>erformai.ee or three short hours. Mr*
5 00
28 W. P. Bogardus................
commission to expend the fund, consist ing Wiil ains will appear at Woodward Opera
5 00
28, A M. htadkr.....................
5 00
28. G. A. Jones ......................
of Mrs G. W. Faye, a granddaughter of Dr. House on Moudsy evening, NuV. 30.
5 00
28. A. D. Bunn .....................
Wing; Miss Emma Chase, Prof. Slreibert
ft 00
24. J. D Critchfield.....................
Mr. A.G. Scott and Piesident Peirce. Work
5 00
28,
A.
F.
Stauffer
......
...........
Mr. Levering’s Deputy.
4 00
28, H. W Blair.......................
has already been begun* The path has
P obata Judgt-vlvct F. O Levering has
10 00
28. F C. Larimore............... been reeraveleJ and men are engaged in dacid-d on b!s d»psit”, in the j*erson of
5 00
28, C T. Ensminger................
grading the ground back of old Kenyon. It
5 00
28, J. D. Ewing.......................
Miss Ma g*-.ret Dertnody, of this city. Mr.
is intended to make a lawn of the hillside Levering has sit >wn excellent judgment in
5 00
28, C. A B pe.........................
5 00
28 H. W. Jennirg"................
and to plant vines at the back of the braid
his choice Miss Demoly is a bright, con
5 00
28. W. L. Carey.............. -...........
ing like thote with which the front is cov
5 00
28 D. E- S„p;>.........................
genial and deservedly popular young lady
ered.
5 00
28 P. B Chase......................
wli >m it will be a pleasure for any young
2 00
28 L Cunnineliam................
man, iu sea cli of a license to marry his
2 00
28. Hildreth A Barber.... ........
— Tbe following Darned were granted cer best girl, to confide io. She is the daughter
2 00
28 R C. Mitchell...................
tificates at the teachers’ examination held in of Mr and Mr?. Martin Dermody and a
2 00
28, C. C Buckingham............
28. Canning Br s.....................
2 00
this city Nov. 14: Grant Bogg?, of Freder sister of Mr. Chatles Dermody, the mer
2 00
28.
P
S
Ether
.....................
icktown, two year?: one year. Walter Bebou», chant tabor.
2 00
28,
H.
H.
Cn-sil
.......................
of Martinsburg: John M. Cochran, of Fred
2 00
28, L. P- Holbrook................
ericktown; S- S. Mishey, of North Liberty; ! — At the meeting of the Ohio State
2 00
28 < C. F. B-?nt ......................
28, J G. Bell..........................
2 00
William McGill, of Mt. Vernon; Irvin . Christian Association, at Springfield, last
2 00
28. Allen A Tiimhle.................
Yon ng. of Mu Vernon: Amber Black, of week. J. W. Wright, of tbiscity, was chosen
2 00
23, L. F West.........................
' vice president of the Mt- Vernon c infer
Danville.
2 00
28. G R. Bsk-r.......................
I 00
— Don’t fail to read the Basher’s grand ence. The Asst c’ation will meet next year
28, H. A Slurge?....................
1 00
28, Chas Stevens...................
prize distribution scheme on the last page. in Versailles.

PROBATE ITEMS.

ministrator of Charlotte B. Curtis. Bond

This Week Spent in Hearing Motions in the sum of $5,000 was given wi*h D F. Hliy the Turkey Became the Choice
aud Demurrers—Grand Jury Report*
ed Friday, Finding Fourteen Indict
ments—Petition for Equitable Relief
Filed.

Common Fleas Court convened Tuesday
at ten o’clock in the forenoon with Judge
Gill on the bench. The docket was called
and cases passed, assigned or continued.
The afternoon aud yesterday was spent in
hearing motions and demurrers. Court was
adjourned Wednesday until Monday, after
$1644 25 hearing tbe evidence in tbe case of Wtnau
against Cullom. The following assignment
of cases has been made for next week:

Sept. 18, Mrs. Cummings, suppers..! 150
D’Arcey v. Kingsbury; Koons, assignee,
“ 30, C. G. Snow, music............
37 50
v. Cassell A Frizzell; city v. Stoyle; Trus
“ 30, L. N? Headington, pasting
bills...............................................
1 40 tees Morris township v. Cox et al-; Fowler
Sept. 30, Grant A Stevens, opeia
bouse....................... -.................... 30 00 Bros. v. Wilkinson; Bell v. Bebout et al.;
Sept. 30, R. I. Arnold, blank book..
15 Reeder v. Grcn'; Lewis et al. v. Insurance
“ 30, Ed. Boynton, taking up
Co ; Horton v. Berry; Hook v. Insurance
carpet ...........................................
50 Co.; Streetor v. Bridge Co.: Swank v. Breth
Oct. 2, Free Pres?, printing...........
11 50
“ 3, W. U. Tela Co., telegiam?...
1 05 ren church; Grubb v. Brethren churclt; H.
“ 3, John Wallace, meals.........
1 00 B. A L. Ci. v. Hogue et al.; McClurg v.
“5. S W. Graff, clerk...................
30 00 Reynold?: Elliott v. B. AO. R. It; McCloud
“ 7, R. P. Hall, livery.............. 20 50 v. Chase, adrar.; O«en v. Hawkins et al ;
“
8, John Wallace, meals..........
2 00
" 12, C. E. Critchfield, postage.... 30 00 Thompson Bros. v. Severns; levering, ad
“ 13, John Wallace, meals.........
1 50 ministrator, v. Humphrey?; Clark v. Scott
" 14, A. B. Willyard, meals.........
75 el al.; Reynold v- Tilton et al ; Baldwin,
“ 14, T. A Davidson.....................
50
“ 14, Wise Lingerfield, express..
1 40 guardian, v. Love et al ; Sperry, executor,v.
“ 15, E. Veatcb, drayage.......
1
50 Israel et ah; Keys v. Keys et al.: Sj»erry,
“ 16, L. N. Headington. billing... 5 40 executor, v. Walker et al.
“ 16, A. Roy, meals................
10
60
TUESDAY.
“ 16, Centerburg bund, music...
23 60
“16, Pleasant tp. band, music.......
10 00
B. A O. R. R. v. Elliott: Walter v. B. AO.
“16, Monroe tp. band, music...... 5 00
“ 16, Wm. Miller, team................
2 50 It It.: Emerson v. Marshall et al.; Lang
“ 16, O. D. Welker. R R.. fare...
2 Oo ford v. Langford: Critchfield v. Langford;
“ 14, W. L. Carey, R. R , fare......
2 00 Cook A McConnell v. Hess; Roberts v
“ 14, W. D Banning, ribbon ...
2 40 Sniitl; Ramsey v. Ramsey: Warden v.
“ 22. John Bunnell, meals......
3
00
" 22, H. IL Critchfield, R. R. fare..
4 90 Warden.
“ 22 0. E. Critchfield. postage.... 1000
WEDNESDAY.
“ 22, G. M. Taylor, It. R. fare.....
8 10
Hutchinson
v. Braddock; Weaver v.
“ 23, H. W. Jennings, merchan
dise............................................ 16
05 Weaver: Weaver v. city; Stevens, executor,
Oct. 23, Free Pr-ss, printing...... 10
00 v. McDermott; Tilton v. Tilton; Widoe v.
“ 23, Adams Express, express.....
2 65 Lepley; Kemp v. Kemp; Levering v David
“ 23. L. G. Hunt, livery........... 60
00
“ 23, 0. B. 8mith, making frames
3 93 son: Weir v. S|»etnagle et al.; Buckeye 8uj>“ 23. Bunn A Lippitt. painting...... 28 80 ply Co. v. Tilton et el ; Kauffman A Baer v.
“ 23, S. J. Baker, painting.......
1
50 Crumley el'll.: Paul v. Centerburg Manu
“ 23, Benj Culb, labor..............
1
00 facturing Co ; Leonard v. E.ion et al., Davis
’* 23, Joe Hamilton, distributing
bills..........................................
6
00 v. Bell; Sperry v. Garrod.
Oct. 23, C- G Snow, music.........
40
50
THURSDAY.
“ 23. C. E. Critchfield, postage.....
16 50
Globe Paint Co. v. Fike, et al.; McFadden
“ 23, J. M. Claypool, painting.....
10 00
“ 23, M Nixon, tn’d’se............
1
48 v. Walter?, et al ; Grahira v. Critchfield;
“ 23, John Elder, janitor..........
2
00
“ 27, C. E Critchfield, postage.....
8 10 McKee v. Kunkle; Mahaffey v. Mahaffey
et al.: Harvey v. Bricker et al.; Watson v*
“ 27. Joe Hamilton, distributing
bills .......................... ...................
4 62 Robinson et al.; Putt v. Fowler; Wiigbt v.
Oct. 28, C. E. Critchfield. postage... 13 00 Wrigh'; Davis v. City; Moore v. Moore:
“ 28, A- F. 8tauffer, m'd’ae...........
4 50
“ 28, Ed. Hamilton, clerk.............
8 75 D'Atcey v. City: Johnson v. Branyan.
“ 28, Joe Hamilton, distributing
FRIDAY.
bills...............................................
3 12
Briggle v. Trowbridge: Sechrist v. B. A O.
Oct 28, Geo- Bennett, livery...........
8 50
“ 28, W. Severns, clerk......... :.....
5 00 R. R.: Rogera v. Braddock, Jackson v.
“ 28, Mt. V. Tel Co., rent............
5 00 Frederick; Wolford v. Creedon etal.; Hock“ 23. R. P- Hall, livery.................
9 00 et Bros. A Co. v. Balmer et a’.; Horton v.
“ 28, C. E Critchfield, pjstage....
60
Berry; Palmer v. Langfo'd et al.. Kaylor v.
“ 28, Henry Thomas, cleaning of
fice .................................................
3 50 Kaylot; Cooper v. Silliman; Ricbert v .
Oct- 29. C. E. Critchfield, postage... 15 00 Workman.
“ 29,Ed Boynton,distributing bills
4 00
“ 29, C. E. Critchfield, postage....
1 25
“ 30, Norman Bennett, plastering
INDICTMENTS FOUND.
Neal’s office................. -............. 3 00
The grand jury, after several adjourn
Oct 30, Rep. Pub. Co., printing...... 315 60
“ 30, J. S. Ringwalt, m’d'se.........
4 88 ments, made its report Friday afrernoon.
“ 30, C. A Bope, m’d'ee................
2 10 Judge Waight receive! the report and 4(6“ 30, 8. W. Graff, clerk...............
40 00 clmrged the jurors. Fourteen indictments
“ 30, R. II. Hammond.getting out
vote............................................... 15 00 were retnrned as follows:
Oct. 30. W. 0. Phillips, get tine out
Marion Buckmaster. Sealing money.
vote............................................... 15 00 For stealing money to amount of $8,000, the
Oct. 30, L. G. Hunt, livery............
21 75
“ 30, W. D Hall, getting outvote 10 00 property of Jesse A. McGugin, on Sept. 3,
“ 30, C. G Snow, mus:c................ 12 50 1895.
“ 30, Bell Tel. Co..........................
3 95
Hosmer C. Biggs and Robert J. Biggs.
;io, Thude McNabb, getting out
Joint
indictment lor resisting an officer.
vote............................................... 15 00
For interfering with Sheriff Charles S. Sapp
Oct. 30, W. G. Davis, getting out
vote...............................................
10 00 in the perfoimance of his official duties, by
Oct. 30, F. C. Mavis, getting out
assaulting Emanuel Dial on Oct. 24, when
vote.......................................*•.....
15 00
Dial was in the custody of the Sheriff.
Oct. 30, W. B. Burgees, getting out
George Beal, assault and threatening in a
vote -............................. ................
2 50
Oct- 30, Free Pres*, printing....... .
11 00 menacing manner (2 counts). For assault
Oct. 30, G. B. Wilson, getting out
vote .............................................. 10 00 ing and threatening in a menacing manner
Alexander Clark, on June 15.
Oct. 30, R. L. Vincent, getting out
William Edwards, assault with intent
vote ............................................. 10 00
“ 30, R. P. Roberts, getting out
to kill. For striking and wounding
vote ......................... ................... 10 00 with intent to kill Clark Howard on Au
Oct. 30, Grant Smith, getting out
vote ..............................................
5 00 gust 25.
Oct. 30, H. C. Gates, getting out
Virgil Wolfe, assault and battery. For
vote.................................... .
-. 15 00 assaulting and wounding May Williams on
Oct. 30, Chas Cochran, getting out
vote ............................................... 10 00 May 8.
Hosmer C Biggs, assault and battery.
Oct. 30,S. L- Wright,getting ont vote 5 00
“ 30, Hugh Bell,
“
...
500 For assaulting and wounding Emanuel
30, R. A. Greer,
“
...
1200
” 30, S. L.Thompson
“
...
1500 Dial on Oct 4.
“ 30,E. H. Vance,
“
...
500 Edwin Loney. assault and battery. For
“ 30, A. M. Humbert, livery......
1 00 assaulting and wounding Alva Mavis on
“ 30, Scribner A Co., spittoons...
30 Nov. 5.
“ 30, T. H. Johnson, getting out
George W. Butler, four indictments. One
vote............... ....... .......................
5 00
Oct. 30, W. B. Shrantz, livery.........
5 00 for selling intoxicating liquor to Washing
“ 30. W. U. Tel. Co., telegrams...
5 9u ton Rogers, a minor, OcL 20, 1895. One for
“ 30, Geo. Bennett, livery...........
46 50 unlawfully keeping a place for the sale of
“ 30, Geo. B. Kellv, rent Kirk
hall ..........................................
18 00 cider in Butler township on Nov. 10. 1896,
Oct. 30, Rep. Pnb. Co., printing
6 00 (2 counts). One for selling and furnishing
Nov. 2, C. E. Critchfield, postage... 5 50 intoxicating liquors unlawfully and for the
“ 2, H. D. Critchfield,. “ ...
400
“ 2, Dell Miller, board................
5 00 unlawful keeping of a place for the sale of
“ 2, Elias Cain, getting out vote.. 10 00 iutoxicu’ing liquors, Nov. 14, (3 counts).
“ 2, O. T. Ensminger, board
6 25 One for unlawfully selling in Butler town
“
2 James Pattersen, lumber...- 1 45 ship, Knox county, O , on Oct. 3.
“
2, M. Payne, setting ont vote.. 10 00
“
2, Perry Norrick,
“
...
1000 Eugene Mulnix. assault and battery. For
“
2. Lafe Strang.
“
...
1500assaulting and wounding Frauk C. Wooli“
2, W. U. Tel. Co., telegramsT.. 5 65 son on Oct. 16.
“
2, H. A. Daniel?, getting out
Robert J. Bigg«, assault and battery. -For
vote.................................. -.........
5 00
Nov. 2, W. H. Thompson, powder.. 2 00 assaulting and wounding Emanuel Dial?
“
2, Frank Hildreth, labor... .
3 00
G. W. Aery, unlawfully wearing the in“
2, E. Kingston,gettingout vote 10 00
“
2, W. E. Grant.
“
... 15 00
“ 2, C, 8 Frederick. “
... 15 00
LOCAL GRAIN .MARKET.
“
2, John Braddock, “ '
...
5 00
“
2, Joe Walker, livery............
6 00
Corrected weekly by the North-WeBt
“
2, Adams Ex Co., express..
1 72
“
2. 8. W Graff...........
5 20 ern Elevator A Mill Co.
“ 2, J. C. A G. W. Armstrong,
Wheat ........................ .................... IK)
mdse.................................. ..........
4 21
17
Nov. 2, L N. Headington, painting 5 39 Corn..................................................
“ 2, C. G. Snow, plumbing.......
4 50 Oats................................................... 12j
“ 2. C. W. Koon?, labor..........
9 75 Taylor’sDiaden: Flour.................. $1 45
“
Best Flour....................... 1.35
“ 2. F. L. Beam, mdse..............
5 00
“ 2, John George, livery..........
14 00 Bran, per ton.................................. $ 9.00
“ 2 Bigler and Wood," message
Shorts, per ton................................ 9.00
boys...............................................
4 00
Cash paid for wheat.
Nov. 2. W. Lingerfield. express......
85
“ 2, Frank Tier, livery.............
5 00
LOST—On last Friday, Nov. 20, be
“
2, C. G. Snow, music............
15 00
“
2. It. P. Hall, livery.............. 40 00 tween Taylor’s Mills and Tudor’s gro
“
2. Dr. Balmer, R. R. fare..... 3 45 cery on West High street, a large buffa
“ 2, Barney Martin, R. R. fare...
5 00
robe, linetl with figured goods. Has
“ 2, It. R. Black, R. R fare......
1 35 lo
“ 2, Hollibaugb, R. R. fare..... 2 00 name of Nathan Jenkins on it in large
“ 2, Wes Coe. R. R. fare............
11 00 letters, also in small letters. A suita
“
2, Eugene Iden, R. R. fare....
1 55 ble reward will be paid by leaving it at
“ 2. R. L. Vinceut, R. R. fare.. 10 60 L. G. Hunt A Co’s livery.
“
2. A. T. O’Brine, R. R. fare...
2 20
“ 2, Ira Pealer, R. R fare...........
2 20
9th Annual Opening.
“ 2, Frauk Curtis. R It. fare....
5 00
We take pleasure in notifying you of
“ 2, R. Jones, R. R. fare...........
5 00
“ 2, H. D. Jones, R R fare...
4 20 our annual display of Art Goods, Etch
“ 2, S'erl Wolverton, R. R. fare..
6 80 ings, Medallions, China and Novelties.
“ 2, Hayes, R. R. faie.............<•
2 75 Commencing Wednesday, December
“ 2, R. Magill, R. R fare..........
1 10 2d. Tell your friends and arrange to
“ 2, B. Severns, R. It. fare........
5 09 spend a social hour with us looking
“ 2, W B. Johnson, R R. fare.. 15 80 over our many pretty things. Shuve“ 2, W. E. Smith, R. R. fare....
5 00
“ 2, Thomas Hook, R. R tare..
3 85 nirs for the ladies from 1 till 7 p. m.
E. O. Arsoi.d.
“ 2, W. N. Roberison, R. R. fare
2 15 Wednesday.
“ 2, C. Graham, R. It fare........
5 00
Decorated Toilet sets at Beams.
“ 2, W. E. Sanderson. It. R. fare
5 CO
“ 2, J. Williams, R. It. fare....
2 20
“ 2, Allen Cole, R. R fare.......
2 75
Have you seen Beam’s store?
" 2. H. W. Pyle, It R fare......
5 00
“ 2,Jay Walker, It R. fare.........
3 00
Apples! Apples!
“ 2, Harry Linstead, It. Il fare..
2 00
Farmers, dry your apples, whel
whether
“ 2. A. Wrentzell, It. R fare....
4 70
“ 2, Harrv Pitkins. R. R. fare...
2 50 wind fallen or picked, and we will pay
“ 2, W. Whitney, R. R fare....
2 10 you a fair price for them in cash.
A. D. Bonn A Co.
“ 2, C. C. Cooper, stenographer
fee................................................
12 85
300 S. Main st.
Nov. 2, E O. Arnold, rent.............- 25 00
2, Mt. V. Tel. Co...rental ....... 11 80
See the New China Dinner Sets at

Frank L. Beam’s.

Total.......................................... $1639 95 New Price $17.50.

Ewing and Wm. Welsh as sureties.
of the Thanksgiving Festal Hoard—
An affidavit for readmission of Sarah F.
Was at one time Talked of as Ihe
Kaiser to the Central Insane Asylum was
National Emblem—Donation Day at
made Monday by Dr. L. W. Armentrout.
M- E. Church.
Mrs. Kaiser was admitted to tbe asylum
Oct. 22,1884, and discharged Sept. 16, 1885.
8he was Conveyed to the institution Tues
Thanksgiving dav!
day.
What a world of j »y and pleasure this
W. W. Walkev has been appointed adsimple sentence contain?!
miniatralpr of 8herman Baker, giving $700
And today the inhabitants of nil thia land
bond.
are manifesting tbeir gratitude hy a flow of
good spirits and a feast of turkey. Al
NEW CASKS.
F. 8. Sperry, G. W. Sperry and W. W. though the origin of Thaokagivieg is fa
8perry, parinermts Sperry Bros. & Co. took miliar to all, its association with roast
cognovit judgment Tuesday against Mitchell turkey has never been clearly explained.
Sellers and Charlotle Seller?, for $234.74. One legend is to the effoct that in the prim
D- E. Sapp for plaiutiff, Hugh Neal for de itive days, a colonial governor having set
fendant.
aside a day for thanks, sought to convey a
The Superior Drill Co. have brought suit lesson in frugality by adding that his menu
against George J. Strouse, Lucy Strouse, would consist of a wild Few England
George Westlake and Alameda Strouse, to turkey, roasted- This was <jone because of
marshal lien?. W. L.Cary represents plain tbe abundance of these fowls at that time,
and also for the reason that they arc dis
tiff.
tinctly an American bird. Thus tbe cus
DAILY NEWS TROUBLES.
tom established, it grew and found many
John Scatbrougb, landlord of Ihe St. imitator?, until today tbe turkey is held in
Jan.es, on Satu’day brought suit agaiust reverence second only to that of the Ameri
G. 8. Harter, W. M. K on?, W. H. l l.elj.s can eagle.
and tbe News Pub Co., to foreclose a chat
Indeed, but few pe qde are aware that the
tel mortgage for $110, given by Harter to American eagle once had a formidable an
satisfy a board bill. Other mortgages were tagonist in the person of his strutting
held on the plant as follow?: Wm. Koons, brother, who almost succeeded in displac
$325; Kellogg Newspaper Union, $200: ing him as the national bird.
American Type foundry,$500. When Har
With all we know of the turkey, every
ters Evening Mirror ceased to reflect, Koons one, especially about Thanksgiving time,
took the plant on his mortgage agreeing to will echo Benjamin Franklin’s regret that
assume the other?, and issued the Daily it was not adopted as tbe national emblem.
News. Scarbrough claims that the plant He wrote thus, in bis whimsical fashion:
should have been sold for tbe benefit of
“For my own part, I wish the bald eagle
creditors.
had not been chosen as the representative
of our country: he is a bird of bad moral
EQUITABLE RELIEF.
Osborn, Hutchins A Hunt, of Cleveland! character; he does not get his living hon
brought suit Saturday agaiust A. E. Raw I in- estly. With all bis injustice he is never in
son, Alice A. Rawliuson, G. W. and J. L. good case, but, like those among men who
Bright, A. D. Bunn, D. W. Stahl, P. B. live by sharping and robbing, he is general
Chase and the Kuox County Savings Bank. ly poor and often 7ery lousy. Beside?, he is
The petition alleges that the plaintiffs, on a rank cowa>d. I am on this account not
February' 21, 1896, obtained a judgment displeased that the figure is not well known
against A. E. Rawlinson for $292.18 dam as a bald eagle, but looks more like a tur
ages and $2.45. costs. On December 26,1895, key. For in truth the turkey is. in com
Rawlinson transferred all his stock to his parison, a much more reputable bird, and
wife, who agreed to assume the following with all a true original native of America.
indebtedness of said Rawlinson: One note to Etgles have been found in all countries,
George W. and John L. Bright for $6,525,on but tbe turkey was pecnliar to ours. He is
which Alice A. Rawlinson is suretj ; one for besides (though a little vain and silly, tis
$175 on which George W. Bright is surety; true, but none tbe worse emblem for that) a
one fur $200 to the Knox County Savings bird of courage, and would not hesitate to
bank, on which A. D. Bonn and D. W. attack a grenadier of the British guards
Stahl are suretie?:one (or $100 to same bank, who ebonid presume to invade his farm
on which A.D. Bunn and P. B. Cna6e are yard with a red coat on.”
sureties
»
Arrangements have been made fora prop
The allegations are made that at the time
Rawlinson was insolvent and that his w ife er observance of the day by tbe various
was without meaus or property, aud that churches in this city. No doubt a great
the transfer wss fraudulent. They there many will miss tbe good cheer and satisfac
fore ask for an administration for the bene
tion of a home dinner by attending the an
fit of plaintiffs and all other creditors.
nual football game at Columbus, between
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Kenyon and 0. 8. U.
Ira A. Gilmore and Clara Baugh.
snaooPAL.
Thomas T. O’Brien and Cordelia Burupus.
A Thanksgiving service will be held in
James L. Dean and Carrie M. Jones.
St. Paul’s Episcopal church, at ten o'clock
P. V. Mavis and Josie Raccord.
in the forenoon. The Rtctor.G. W. Smythe,
will deliver the Thauksgiving sermon.
harry blochers case.
It Grew Out of a Desire of the As
signee for a Settlement.

E. R. Graves A Co., proprietors of an in
stallment bouse in Columbus, caused the
ariest of Harry Blocher Wednesday even
ing on the charge of embezzlement. Until
several months ago, Mr. Bl< cber was agent
in this city for the above firm, having bis
store on Front street. Owing to an indis
cretion upon his pait, wherein his name
became unfavorably mixed up with that of
a lady in tbiscity, he was transfer*ed to
Portsmouth. In settling up the books
there was a discrepancy of $69.71. At that
time tbe firm attributed the shortage to
carelessness and bad bookkeeping. Re
cently the firm made an assignment and
the assignee took this method of forcing a
settlement. Mr. Blocher's father went on
bis bond and be was released.
The matter will be amicably adjusted
as there is due Mr. Blocher a sum on com
mission?, which is almost as large as tbe
amount claimed by the firm. No criminal
intent is charged against Mr. Blocher, and
it is the univerral opinion that he was
thor-'Uglilv honest, but a trifle careless..

CATHOLIC.

High mass will be celebrated at 9 a. m.,
in Rt. Vinceut de Paul’s Catholic church,on
Thauksgiving day. This will be followed
by a sermon on • The Duty of Thanksgiv
ing to God.” The services will close with
the prayer for the authorities.
UHION SEHVICE.

An Union Service hy all the churches in
the city except the Episcopal and Catholic
will be held in theGay street M. E. Church,
at 10 o’clock Thanksgiving day. The sermon
will be delivered by Rev. F. A. Wilbur, of
the Presbyterian church. Tbe service of
prayer that follows will be led hy Rev. W.
J. Turner, of the Congregational church.
The church was open Wednesday for the re
ception of contributions for the poor, and
in the evening an entertainment was given,
the proceeds of which were contributed to
the same purpose.
«
children's home.
With the succession of each Thanksgiv
ing year, the members of this cheerful
household are gladdened and made to feel
thankful. Ever since tbe establishment of
this institution, its inmate?, through the
efforts of Mr?. Lutie Douglass nte Rush,
have been provided with turkeys for
Thanksgiving. Until this year, this noble
lady has obtained these favors by soliciting.
But this year she contributes tbe tuikeys,
five in number, herself.
Tbe addition to tbe building has been
completed and any contributions of furnish
ings will be thankfully received.

— Janies Baxter, residing at 803 North
Mulberry street, met with a distressing ac
cident Thursday morning. He is a dealer
in horses, and recently removed to this city
from Fredericktown. As he entered the
stable that morning he was kicked full in
the face by one of tbe beast?, landing him
in an insensible condition ontside the
stable. Drs. Russell and Scott were called
The Tisplay of Lamps to be seen at
and found that his upper jaw was broken
L. Beam’s will surprise you. Take
and he was otherwise injurud. He is re aFrank
peep through his store.
ported better, with hopes of recovery.

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
A Well Known Guest at the Curtis at ARNOLD'S. Prettier than ever and
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
House.
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
The celebrated physician. Dr. W. A. and see how pretty and how cheap.
France, formerly of New York, now
President of the France Medical Insti
tute, Columbus, Ohio, will be at the
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday,
Dec. 2. This famous physician can be
An Article
+
consulted on the above date from 9 a
tn. to 5 p. m. One day only. This will
That should he in every
he good news to the many so called in
home is a
curable invalids. He will undoubtedly
be consulted by a large number of our
HOT WATER BOTTLE.
most intelligent citizens as has always
been the case when he has favored this
vicinity with his distinguished presence.
We have a large ?toek of
Those interested tn the wonderful
them
at [trices that will sur
career of one of the greatest specialists
prise you. So that there is
of the age, can obtain by sending two
no necesrily of borrowing your
cents return postage to The France
Medical Institute Co., No. 38 West Gay
neighbor’s.
street, Columbus, Ohio, “The Medical
Adviser,” containing nearly one hun
We have the Titre Red Rub
dred pages, a short history of Private
ber, the Flannel Covered, and
Diseases, advice to young and old—es
the Cloth Inserted. And we
pecially those contemplating marriage,
fully illustrated. Do not fail to improve
guarantee every bottle.
the opportunity to obtain one of the
most valuable books which has ever
Come in and get our prices
come within your reach.
before buying.
Just received some of the finest dinner
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
tions. Sets that compare favorably
E Side Public Square.
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
Telephone 36.
half the price. Stop and see them.
__________ E. O. ARNOLD.
LOCAL NOTICES.

CRAFT & TAUGHFR,

A new line put on Moulding at
Beam’s. You alwavs get First Class
Frames and Mats at liis store.

We are selling

KERR'S SYSTEM REROYATOR

New buckwheat and pancake flour
for breakfast cakes at W arner W. Mil
For that Tired Feeling.
ler's.
________________
It braces you, gives you • an appetite,
The best Tea and Coflee in the city and is the Lest Liver and Stomach
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’? medicine on tbe market toddy.
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
Craft & Taugher
Old Price $35.00; at 25c per pound and be convinced.

All the new colors in window shades.
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
Fresh Oysters
Correspondents Wanted For The
Received daily. Everything else in all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
will save money by buying these at
Banner.
season at Warner W. Miller’s.
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
The Banker wishes a reliable correspond
poles, sash rods, Ac.
Awarded
ent, either lady or gentleman, at each Post
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
Beam is getting in bis holiday line
Office in Knox county to furnish the items
now, which surpasses all previous years
of news in their respective neighborhoods.
for low prices.

•DR?

Persons whose services in the capacity men
tioned are accepted will be furnished with a
copy of the Banner and all necessary sup
ples.

SWIM Of tHlKKS.

aasistanoo thereby. For unlawfully wear
ing the Odd Fellows’ pin on Jan. 25, and
obtaining assistance thereby.
Tbe jail was reported to be in proper con
Ci ly (’li«ir<‘l»c« Have Ar
ditions and the regulations enfutced accord
ranged Prograitiw.
ing to law.

Hugh 1). Jones has been ap|»ointed?uard Turkey
Thanksgiving A <1 j o n r nDinner at the
ian of Eva G. Jones, giving $600 bond.
Home
for
Friendless.
ment Wednesday.
Jobn D. Ewiug has been appointed ad

MONDAY.

RECEIPTS.

DISBURSES! EXTS.

Hy Sidney Wallace Still in Durance
Vile at Upper Sandusky.

• C8. Chas* Smith .«........
* 2?; 0, G. Daniels......

^ICFj

Corena Yeast—Something New!

NIGHT AND DAY
YOU MAY XI Ell A

Hot Water Bottle , , .
For sanitary reasons you should have
you own.

A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
No need to borrow when you can buy
vinced. Sold by
one from a new slock of l>est quality
Warhkr W. Miller.
made, at a low price.
Carving Knives and Forks for Thanks
giving at Frauk L. Beom’s.

Substantial Kindness.
Mr. John Higgins, living a mile west of
Money.
Martinsburg, has been unable to gather his
If
you
nave
money to invest I can
fall crops on account of sickness in the fam
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
We can save you money in this par
ily. Last Thursday neighbors and friends
county real estate, not only as’eafe as ticular line. We have a good assort
assembled at his home and rendered him
Government bon»1s, hut at double their ment in Bulb, Fountain, Single or Comsubstantial assistance by holding an oldrate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
‘>ination goods, of the very best mnnu
fashioned “corn-hnsking.” The working
facture, at
Beam’s 10c Counter seems to catch
force numbered about sixty, and by the mid
the people who are looking for Bargain?
dle of the afternoon they had hnsked and
MOST PERFECT MADE.
Have you seen the new things in Chins
cribbed 700 busbele of corn, the total yield
of a fifteen acre field. Mr. Higgins, it is A pure Grape Cream of Tart »r Powder. Fre for 10c?
needless to say, is proftundly thankful for jjm Ammonia, Alum or any othcT adulterant.
If You need Wall Paper see Beam’?
40 YFfrRS THE S"1 ANGARIA
the kindness shown himstock and get his prices.

CREAM

BAKING
POWIR

SYRINGES

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store

Bathing the
baby la one of the
joys of young
niotlierhooa. The
baby’s bath is
the pleasantest
feature of the
day. This, of
course, only
when the baby
and the mother
are both healthy.
iNot much pleas
ure can be gotten
out of bathing a
peevish, sickly,
fretful baby. If
the mother isn’t
healthy, she can
not get much
I pleasure out of
anything.
Healthy mothers,
who are careful,
always have
healthy babies. Weak women sometimes
have healthy babies, but the chances are
against it.
Eveiy woman can have
healthy, happy children if she will take
projMir care of herself. Dr. Pierce’s Fa
vorite Prescription is what she needs. It
cures the weaknesses and diseases pecul
iar to women. It makes perfect women
of them—women capable of maternity.
Its use obviates the dreaded, and gener
ally useless, physicians* “examinations”
and stereotyped ‘‘ local treatments. ” It is
the only medicine for women sold by
druggists, devised by a regularly edu
cated, experienced, and skillful specialist
in these diseases, and its sale exceeds the
combined salcAtf all other medicines ad
vertised for this class of maladies. Taken
during the period of pregnancy, it pre
pares the whole womanly organism for
Its time of trial and danger. It practi
cally does away with the danger and with
nearly all of the pain.

How to Clean Gloves.
Skirts for Children.
White leather gloves may be clt aned
Holland coats and skirts, the former
i
BRIG ISABELLA BALCOM.
♦
of the reefer shape and having cross most excellently by putting them on
♦
—-------one at a time and going over them
bands of white duck and braid on the
t lorouglily with a shaving brush and
Thrilling Story of Her Wreck During a Fear
collar, cuffs and round the skirt, are lather. Then wipe ov er with a clean
ful Storm.
A Prize for Every
1
most becoming when the bodice to the handkerchief or sponge, and dry them
$750 Given Away
o
l
the
hands
by
the
tire
or
in
the
si
n.
Reader
of
the
BAAAER
kilted skirt is of white duck. A white
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦a
to 1UXXKH Readers3
Captain Murdock Kemp, of Province- bow, piercing, but brief, was the first duck shirt,white cambric blouse and red
3
Football was a crime in England dur
town, whose craft, the British brig Isa- intimation that the lookout on the serge reefer is as smart a costume for
We have arranged tu give every subscriber to the Banner an 1
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
ing tbe reign of Henry VIII.
bella Balcom, was wrecked in a hurri- Cameo h id of the peril of the ship- children of 9 to 11 as one can desire.
opportunity to compete for a list of valuable priz s The c<>n.
3
cane Sept. 23, while on a voyage from wrecked men. There wts a scream, a
test is a simple one, but one that oannot fail to be of interest and
3
with each package of
Ni wYork to Nuevitas, tells a wonder- shock, and the crash of rending wood,
b n« fit, other than tbe oppo tunity given to earn a valuable prize
fully interesting story of the hurricane and the Cameo was driving furiously
How many words can you form with the nite letters in the word
that wrought such dettruction among away from the scene of death,
“
WOMANKIND”? Try it, following the rules given below, and
vessels in the vicinity of its path. Hist ''When the startling cry was raised
win one of these handsome gifts, that are given absolute!} freetale is as follows:
the watch on deck sprang to the rail
Read the rubs carefully so that there may be no misunderstanding
“We left New York Sept. 14, and on just in time to witness the smashing of
the 22d were in latitude 32 degrees, the raft to which the shipwrecked men
of the conditions of the contest.
longitude G8 degrees 20 seconds, having h*d clung since the day prr vious. They
been forced farther east than I wished saw one man hurled high in the air,
by adverse winds. The weather on thia saw another fall between brig and
no vor u\a.vr o.m op tubsb wiLi .iBnK .turubKut
10*
ALL
day was not alarming though rather in- broken raft. Two of the five mfnon
1—One Colombia Lady’s Bicycle (model ’96).......................... $100 00
25*
50*
DRUGGISTS
clement, but on the morning of the 23d die raft escaped. Both went <1 »wm into
1—One Columbia Men’s Bicycle (model *96)........................... 100 00
ARQAT IITPT V fillift ANTPED to cure any case of constipation, Cascarets are the Ideal Laxa-i
it came on to bk>w hard, with a heavy the sea as the raft separated, but by the
rt OkjubU 1 Lb I UUAnAnlLLl/ tire, never grip or sripe.bnt cause raay natural results. Sam-i
l_One Cleveland Ijtdy’s Bicycle (model ’96)....... .. ................ 100 00
pie
and
booklet
free.
Ad.
STERLING
KRMKDY
CO..
Chicago,
Montreal.
Can.,
orNen
Tork.
817.
sea, and at 7 a. in. a nasty south-south- rarest of lucky chances the brig herself
1—OneG'adi i*<>r Men’s Bicycle (model ’96)............................. 100 (»0
I—NelKMi's Business College Scholarship................................. 100 00
easier was increasing in power rapidly. 1 seemingly seized them and saved them.
1—^et Ann ricanized Encyclopedia Brittanica......................... 30 00
The Balcom was making capital weath- 'One was caught by the fore»hret as the
A religious sect at Orisea, in the Ben
1 —High Grade Kodak................................................................
im
er of it up to this hour, l»eing under brig boiled past him, was squeezed hard gal presidency, worships Queen Victoria
]—Silver Tea-pot (self-pouring)................................................. 25 00
snug canvass.
and fast between sheet and bulwarks. as iheir chief divinity. It has been dis
1—Webster’s International Dictionary...................................... 10 <X)
covered that she is also an object of
1—Rand-McNally Universal Allas of the World...................... 7 00
“Finding that dirty weather was sure The other was caught by a bight of the worship in one of the temples at Tootu10—Gold Pens, at $2 50.................................................................. 25 00
main sheet which chanced to be hang loong, in Tibet.
to follow we began to prepare for it.
14—Folding Clothes Racks, at f2............................................... 28 00
“We took the foresail in; but, the gale ing over the lee rail, and the brig’s crew,
100—Best Steel Scissors, at 50c....................................................... 50 00 3
A
tired
stomach
is
very
much
like
a
200—Copies Womankind Cook Book, at 25c.............................. 50 00
coming down harder immediately, the catching sight of the men, hauled them
3
lower topsail began to give, and we over the rail speedily. The shock had sprained ankle Ifvou suffer from any
A.
D.
1897.
Total value........................................ $750 00 3
334 Prizes
of
tlie
symptoms of dyspepsia, your
brought
all
hands
of
us
on
deck
on
the
rounded
her
off
to
shake
the
wind
out
Women who care to know all about the “ Fa
vorite Prescription?' and all about their own
while furling it. As we kept away we instant. And all hands jumped to stomach is tired. It needs a crutch.
physical being, ana the best way to take care of
it, should send ai one-cent stamp* to pay for the started to douse the mainsail, and. the shorten sail and try to rescue the drown WeTnust relieve it of all work for atime,
mailing <wr/r of a free copy of Dr. Pierce's great
1,008 page illustrated Common Sense Medical Ad first breath of the hurricane reached us. ing men. But it was blowing hard, the or until it is restored to its natural Sts.te of Olxio
3
blits .Submitted .Unit Conform Exactly to These Holes.
viser World's Dispensary Medical Association,
The mainsail was hoisted only five craft was going fast, and by the time the strength. To do this sucessfully, we must
Mo. 663 Main Street. Buffalo, N. Y.
3
year
’
s
tuhecription
to
either
Farm
l_The contest consists in form
hoops high when close reefed and was brig was hove to under small canvass use a. food which is already digested out 6th Judicial District.
News or Womankind as you may
ing
words
u-iug
only
the
letters
side
of
the
body,
and
which
will
aid
the
bran ne# at that. The winds came we were at least six miles from the scene
found in the word “WOMAN select.
with such strength that the hoops could of the collision. Learning from the sur digestion of other foods that may beta
7— All lists muet be in the hands
KIND.”
ken
with
it.
Such
a
product
is
the
Shak

T
is
ordered
that
the
Terms
of
the
Com

of the publisher of the Bannir
not stand the pressure. Ever)’ one burst vivors that the raft was a part of the
2
—
Use
no
letter
in
any
word
mon Pleas Court of the several counties
under the drag, and about tbe same Smith’s deck, to ^rhich had been added er Digestive Cordial.
more times than it occuis in before 12 o’clock noon, January
in said Sixth Judicial District for the year
20, 1897.
The
Shakers
have
utilized
the
diges

“
Womankind.”
1S97.
be
fixed
as
follows,
to-wit:
time
the
topsail
went
to
pieces.
a
part
of
her
cargo
of
lumber,
feeling
8— Every participant wi'.l be
(Bilious) “and out o’ sorts,” do
tive
principles
present
in
plants
for
the
.3
—
Foreign
words
and
proper
“
The
after
staysail
had
been
secured
that
all
search
in
such
weather
would
ASHLAND COUNTY—On the 2d day of
you kne w what w«E do you most
entitled to a prize consisting of tbe
nouns
will
not
be
counted.
March,
the
7th
day
of
September
and
the
good in the thorUst time ? It’s
“Womankind Cook Book.”
and tbe foretopmast staysail was the be useless, the Cameo was put off again manufacture of this article, and its suc 7th day of December.
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
4— Any standard dictionary
z
9— The lists will be passed up
cess has been truly phenomenal. You
only sail showing as the brig swung on her course.
will
be
accept*
d
as
authority.
COSHOCTON
COUNTY
—
On
tbe8th
day
on
by
a
committee
of
citizens
ol
squarely l»efcre the hurricane and sped
“Tlie survivors, two colored seamen, can try it for the nominal sum of 10 of February, tbe 10 h day of May and the
5— Every list must be accom Springfield, Ohio, consisting of
away. Before long the only canvass stated that while the Smith was scud cents, as sample bottles are sold by all 6tli day of Septcniher.
panied
by $1 50 in payment of Prof. Carev Boggeas, Superinten
the cleanest, best and safest
druggists at this price.
DELAWARE
COUNTY
—
On
the
4ih
day
exposed
was
carried
away
and
the
ding
the
day
before
a
monster
sea
pooped
one
year
’s subscription to the dent of Education of Springfield
WITHOUT COST.
liver regulator. 25 cents at
of January, the 6th day of April and tlie
Public Schools; Hon. T. D. Wal
Banner.
craft scudded under bare poles. The the craft, tearing away a portion of her
druggists.
2nth day of September.
6— The payment of $1.50, the lace, Postmaster, Springfield, O;
Laxol is the brst medicine for chil
full fury of the hurricane now burst stern, which, with boat and davits,
S. R FeilACo., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
HOLMES COUNTY—On the 15th day cf
regular subscription price of the Hon. C. M. Nichols, Secretary
upon us, coming in a blast that drove crashed inboard and fell upon the cap dren. Doctors recommend it in place Frb uary.the 6th day of April and the llth
Banner, will also entitle you to a Springfield Board of Trade.
,<j<7 <.♦ n
day of October.
clouds of sea spray headlong along its tain, killing him and smashing the of Castor Oil.
If your subscription to the Rainier is already paid you may
3old at H. M. Green's Drug Store
KNOX COUNTY—On the 8lh day of
track, while the noise of its roaring was wheel. The craft went to pieces not
take advantage of 1 bis offer by accompanying your liar of worda
The
Kremlin
at
Moscow
contains
the
February,
the
3ii
day
of
May.
aud
the
8th
with
only
1*2 cents, which will entitle you to a place in tbe contest
deafening. It leveled the giant seas in long afterward, and the white mate and crowns of Poland and all the other king day of November.
and also a year s subscription to either Farm News or Woman
a moment, acting as a mighty weight, four colored seamen gaineJ the frag doms and principalities which Russia
kind, as you may select.
LICKING COUNTY-On the 4ilidayol
against which the towering seas could ment of deck which the Cameo ran has overthrown.
January, on the 6ih day of April and on
the 20 h day of September.
offer no resistance, and converted the down with such disastrous results.”—
To Cure Intlaniiiiatioii.
MORROW COUNTY-On the 25th day of
whole expanse of ocean into a level Providence Journal.
Tlie wife of Mr. Leonard Wells, or
January, the 26th day of April and the 4th
In Ham motion is the sustaining ele plain, the top waters of which were
HV ort'tr tvery paid-in-advance subecriber Io the
H
East Brimfield, Mass., had been suffering day
of .October.
a choice of one year's subscription Io either U'omankind or Earm
ment of the great majority of our physi blown like rain parallel with the sur
from neuralgia for two days, not beiug
RICHLAND COUNTY-On the 12th day
.y'cics. The choice must be made at the time your subscription to paidcal ills: allay th's inflammation, and the face.
able to sleep or hardly keep still, when of April, on the 6th day of September and
pain ceases, the flesh, muscles and
tlie
22d
day
of
November.
HERE
IS
“At 9 o’clock the craft capsized. W
FARM NEWS.
Mr. Holden, the merchant there, sent
WOMANKIND.
tendons resume their normal condition had steered her as straight as we could
WAYNE COUNTY-On the 221 day of
her a bottle of Chamberlain’s Pain Balm,
A handsome illustrated month
A sixteen-page monthly for the
ONLY
ONE
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,
February, the 6th day of September and
and the violence of the attack is at an striving to expose the stern only to the
ly, for women and the home.
and asked her to give it a thorough trial. the 15th day of November.
practical farm. Il’s contribu
end.
SURE
WAY
Twenty large pages of bright
wind, without a bit of sea to bother
On meeting Mr. Wells the next day he
tors include the leading agri
Said terms to begin at 10 o'clock a. m.
stories, points, sketches, and
It follows, then, that the first step in a and what caused her to go down on her
known to medica:
THOMAS DUNCAN.
cultural writers of the country:
was told that she was all right, the pain
practical
information
for
busy
Pies.
Judge.
men
for
prompt
successful assault upon disease is to de broadside so quickly we cannot tell. She
its chief aim is to give the
had left her within two hours, and that
housewives. It is always clean
NORMAN M. WOLFE.
ly
chec
king
stroy any existing inflammation, and went over in an instant, having perhaps
every day farmer suggestions
of year .. .. troubles of the
in tone, pure in sentiment and
EDWARDS. DOWELL,
the bottle of Pain Balm was worth $5.00
JOHN B. WAIGHT.
and hints that will be of actual
with it the pain. This accomplished, swerved a little, and lay with hall her ' when men .. kidneys and re
helpful
in
its
nature.
We
if it could not be had for less. For sale
JOHN D. NICHOLAS,
know you will like this paper.
value to him in bis every day
storing these gre
the patient is at ease.
JOH
m
s
.
gill
,
body under water, broadside to the sea. and women .. organs
at
50
cents
per
bottle
by
druggists.
Send your name to Woman
work. Send a postal card to
to heal
This is the natural mode of procedure, While scudding we offered less resist
Judges.
and strength, ai
kind, Springfield, Ohio, for a
Farm News, Springfield, Ohio,
and kindly Nature has furnished the ance to the wind than now, when tbe become weak that is by the use
free sample ccpy. Regular
for a free sample copy. Regular
The State of Ohio, j
ened
by
means to that end in certain roots, barks wind poured over the weather rail, yell
subscription price 50c. a year.
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ F urnisher—
subscription price 50c. a year.
Kxox Covxtv, J “ *
I, L. A. CULBERTSON, Clerk of the
and herbs, which in their due proportion ing, to seize upon the partial deckload the weath
REMEMBER
—
The
contest
closes
January
20th.
Your
list
must
be
124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
Court of Common Pleas within and for said
are constituent parts of Lightning Hot of lumber and tear it apart in a twintf er, and run
County of Knox and State of Ohio, do here
in our office by th-t time. We want our readers to secure these
T by certify that tlie above «nd foregoing order
Drops, the greatest pain panacea ever ling. The stout l*oards went into the down gener-1
It has stood t'
prizes. Begin on the Hi-t at once and send in your renewal for next
is a true copy of the order fixing the times
known to medical science.
test of time; it 1.
of holding tlie terms of the Courts in tlie
year. Address,
THE BANNER. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
air, were rent to pieces, cracking and ally..........The'
ZDX2. FBAITCE,
saved thousands
Freely applied to a cut, bruise burn, snapping, and were carried out of eight
Sixth Judicial District of Ohio, for tlie year
A.D., 1897, asenteredon the Journal of said
scald, or flesh-wound of any nature, in a breath. Stout shutters, closing first parts that { lives; it has restc
The
Celebrated
Specialist,
of the France Medical Institnte, will k at the ( ITHIS UoLSt, MT.
Court.
-IN THE—
millions of si
Lightning Hot Drops will absolutely kill against the cabin windows, were sup the weather! ed
VERVO.V,
WEDNESDAY,
UEC.
2, from !» a. m. to » p. m. due Day Only.
IN
WITNESS
WHEREOF,I
hereunto
ferers to healt
subscribe my name and affix the
the pain, prevent all inflammation and posed to be strong enough to withstand affects are the! it has done wh
[seal.]
seal of said Court at the city of
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constlpaA SUCCESSFUL SPECIALIST FOR 20 YEARS.
quickly heal the lacerated llesh. As an almost any pressure, but she went over kidneys. The! was never don
Mt. Vernon, in said county, this •.ion. sick headaches. 25a at druggists
never
attempu
17th
dav
of
November,
A.
D.,
instance, what is more painful or dis with such force that these, with the urea is noti
<*P«rtence, remarkable skill and universal success for the past twenty
(II
III
before; it has mar
years in Ohio, entitles him to the full confidence of the afflicted.
1896.
tressing than a mashed finger, with the windows back of them, were crushed thrown off.
The great
men stronger an
L. A. CULBERTSON Clerk
HR
R jCl MI— has no superior in dia^noaing and treating diseases iand deforremedy for
■
* ■aP^IWZ^S mities. Medical and Surgical discas.c-, .'.cuteand Chronic,Catarrh,
nail torn loose? In such a case, Light violently inward by the impact with the but is forced! healthier; it h
— OF THE—
Diseases offtherEye, Ear, Nose, Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes,
nervous prosMCDDY COMPLEXIONS.
made .. wome
ning Hot Drops gives complete and im Hood, and a torrent of water gushed in
Kidney,
Liver,
Bladder, Chronic Female and Se~nal Diseases speedily cured by treatment
t ration and
brighter and ha^
that has neTer failed in thousands of cases that had tx*en pronounced bevond hope. It costs
mediate ease from pain. It will smart to the cabin, threatening to drain down back upon the pier; .. it stanc STATE
all
nervous
no
more
to
employ
an expert, than to risk your life with an inexperienced physician.
OF OHIO
S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap brighfena
diseases of the
and burn for a few minutes when first into the hold and quickly send the ves lungs, and dis
alone in all the*,
giid beautifies the complexion. 3t is
generative or
etpeeiolly beneficial for “ muddy” com
applied to fresh cuts, sores, etc., but a sel and crew to the bottom. The masts ease results qualities. Do yc
OLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS
gans of eithet
FOR THE YEAR ISO?.
not think it won!
— FOR—
plexions,
speedily
developing
a
r.ure,
few applications will take all the sore —such parts as could be discerned—lay —caused by- be wise for you t
sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
brilliant and health-tinted skin, jt is
ness out and heal the cut or sore. The Hat along the sea. with yards forking weakness ofi use it and thu
U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS a thorough purifier; speedily renjtivea lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, ex
5 )c size contains 2J times as much as straight aloft. The water on a level the kidneys. avoid the danger
AND PATENT LAW CASES.
the evil effects of injurious cosmaiics, cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
the season ? Ii
nnd
the
skin
is
made
smooth
and
soft
the 25c size. Lightning Hot Drops is reached half way of the deckhouse Lar^c l»4tlc, or new style. of
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
sist upon havino-:
BFIIRIDGF A <’O.,
by its continued use.
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
:r box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
prepared by Herb Medicine Co., Spring- roofs. On the forward house a boat was SOtiluuu.' ayuurrintg; *
On the 5th day of January, and tbe 7th
8-A-N-A-IXO-R
Skin
Soap
is
sit
eet,
OTTS CHEMICAL CO.. Prop «, Cleveland. Ohio.
field,*0., and no honest druggist will of stowed, bound down solidly with stout
127 Superior Street opposite American.
day of September.
mild, antiseptic aad emollient. It ia
Sold by Ed. Defer West Side Public 8quare.
fer you anything else.
RICHLAND
COUNTY,
CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
always
soothing
aud
refreshing.
It
is
ropes connecting with ringbolts inserted
Only 24 white elephants have been On tbe l‘2th day of January, and the 14tb
With Associated offices io Washiugtor the only antiseptic soap in the world
in massive overlaying timbers bolted to captured since the beginning of the
day of September.
that is absolutely free from all mineral
and Foreign Couu trie
A Parisian is on trial for manslaugh the housetop. With such fury did the Christain era.
WAYNE
COUNTY,
poisons. Price 25c. per cake. Prepared
ter because his dog bit a pedestrian,
On
tbe
2d
day
of
February
and
the
22d
day
wind
sweep
that
it
tore
boats,
ropes,
by S-A-N-A-D-O-R MEDICAL CO? 10
causing the hitter's death from hydro
A Household Necessity.
of Septeml»er.
and 12 VaudewaW St., New York City.
phobia.
ringbolts and timbers away together and
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
STARK COUNTY,
hurled them out of sight to leeward. I derful medical discovery of the age, pleas On the 9th day of February, and the 28tb
ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
day of September.
have heard that men have been in gales and
positively cn kidneys, liver and bowels,
KNOX COUNTY,
that have torn away their sou’westers, cleansing the entire system, dispel colds,
•HORSEMEN
headache, fever, habitual constipa On tbe 21 day of March and tl.e 5tl
leaving the linings alone behind. I be cure
day of October.
tion and biliousness. Please buy and try a
and generally played out, when I com lieve such stories now, for my own box of C. C. C. to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold
LICKING COUNTY.
SAVE YOUR STOCK
menced to 1190 Dr. David Kennedy’s Fa sou’wester was ripped clear, that part of and guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
On the 9th day of March and the 12th daj
BY USINO THE
of
October.
vorite Remedy/’ writes S. I. Young, 01 the lining confined by the chin 6trap
CELEBRATED
Tlie first paper mill was put in opera
MUSKINGUM
COUNTY,
Hiram, Ohio. “For years I have suffer alone remaining. The craft lay proe- tion at Roxborough. Pa., in 1860.
On tlie 30ih day of March and the 19th day
Morris’ English Stable Powder
W. A. FRANCE, M. D., President.
L. F. YOKE, M. 3., n.yiician it Charge.
ed with inflammation and constant pain trate until noon. Then the masts broke
of October.
For I.osg of Appctite.Congtipation. Rough Hair,
FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
llide Bound, and all Itiaeases of the Blood.
MORGAN COUNTY.
in the bladder and kidneys, and have off and the bowsprits went, snapping at
Price. 23c. per pacha**.
of April and tlie 23d day
38 & 40 W. Gay SL, Columbus, 0. One block N. ol State House, fneorrerated '86. Capital. $300,000
c) J t
felted On tlie Oth dayof November.
gradually grown worse and expected at the knightheads.
Morris’ English Stable Liniment
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the tvell known and secccr-sfal Fpecialist in Chronic Diseases
Curee
Lamenees.
'ut».
Bruises,
Scratches,
.
any time that passing urine by nature’s
and Diseases of the Eye and Ear. on account of bis large ptactice in Ohio, has established the
x COSHOCTON COUNTY,
“Relieved of her spars and helped by
Galls, Sweeuey, Spavin*. Splint, Curb, etc.
It
pays
to
secure
the
best
education.
Everybody
FRANCE
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, when -.11 fti cf Chronic. Nr rrow* »r J Prhste Diseases » II be suc
Price, SOe. per bottle.
effort would cease. Besides I have had the dead weight in her hold, the Balcom knows the old reliable Spencerian Business and On tlie 13ih day of April and the 3d da\
cessfully treated on the most Stioutilic : •inciplcs. He is ti'eiy assi-». d ty a full corps of eminent
of November.
Physicians and Surge<ms, each on« t < lag a wel! known upeciruiM -n his profession.
Morris’ English Worm Powder
rheumatic pain in every muscle and rolled back upon her bottom, but we Shorthand College as a well established, popular,
„ J2J,nF sch001- Founded ISIS. Incorporated IM5.
ASHLAND COUNTY,
Warran ted to cure a.iy case of Wonus in 1
IMPORTANT TO vADIES.-Dg. Fkavcc, ;
i
■ ry. \\
Weak _,xck, Melancholy, WanLof
joint, and have suftered intensely, hut I were unable to do a thing until the •'<3.700 former students. 400 calls yearly for gradu On the 20th day of April and the Oth day
Cattle, Sheep or Doss, also Pin Worms ii
years of experience, has ciscovervd the
Energy, Prematnre Decline oi the .Mai.ly
atesto take positions. Catalog and Journal frePrice. 5Oc. per
greatest
cure
known
for
all
diseases
r.-culiar
I
ouers
thcae terrible disorders arising
of November.
must say I have not in five years felt as first fury of the hurricane had passed
SPENCERIAN COLLEGE. - CLEVELAND, OHIO
to the sex. Femalediseases ]>nsitivc]y cured
fn r.i r«i'nn ns.prattires of youth, blighting
Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
HOLMES COUNTY.
by
a new method. The cure is effected by
well as I do now Have improved daily All of a sudden—within two minutes—
the
r.iost
radiant bojies, rendering marriage
A Specific for Dintemper, Coughs. Colds. Heaves,
home treatment. Entirely harmless au'd
On the 27th day of April and the 16tli day
unhappy, an.iuallj - weepingtoan untimely
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.
The
first
straw
paper
made
in
since I began the use of
this
easily
applied.
Consultation
and
Corrctpcndgrave,
thousands
< f exalted talent and bril
of
November.
the wind changed from south-southeast
Price. 5Oc. 81.00 per bottle.
encs Free and Strictly Confidential.
liant intellect. A Perfect Restoration Guaran
country was manufactured in 1828.
DRUGGISTS
TUSCARAWAS COUNTY,
He has attained the most wonderful
Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
to northwest and subsided somewhat,
ty u. Bring sample of urine for microscop
success'in the treatment of Cetarrh. Stomach,
On the 4th day of May and the 30th day
ical examination.
Cases and corresMakes Hens Lay. cures Cholera, Gapes and
ONI WAV TiOKITt ADI «OLO
but stiil blew a living gale. Then a
Your Boy Won’t Live a Month.
Kidney, Bladder, Ner-ous. Chronic and Sprcisl
Roup, and kee;>8 poeltry healthy.
j*>ndencfc confidential. Treatment sent C.
of November.
diseases
of men ana women. After years
Pi dee. 23e. per p*eha<e.
O. D. to any part of U. S. Book and list of
tremendous sea arose and a new danger So Mr. Brown of 34 Mill St., South Gard
MT.
VERNON,
OHIO.
PERRY COUNTY,
of experience,' he« has perfected t tie most
130questions, free. Address DR. FRANCE, 38
At liCents a Mile
KTery reive ly entranced satisfactory or money
Mass., was told by ihe doctors His 9on On the 11th day of May and the2tkh day
Infallible method of curlug Vital Drain i:i
W. Gay SL, Columbus, 0. No money required ot
threatened—the crushing of tlie bends ner,
refunded. Onr new book. "The Horse: Hie Disease*
Urine, Nocturnal Losses, In.paired Sdcmhad Lung trouble, foliowing Tvphoid
from tmi momth
«r Thi
responsible parties to commence treatment.
and Treatment,” mailed i'?ee.
of
October.
About a week ago I gave a man atHicted by the pounding spars alongside. We Malaria and he spent three hundred and
Wells TCcdieii.e Co., laifayette, Iu<k Mell all the Patent Medicine*
MORROW COUNTY.
CONSULTATION
FRF
C
ANO
STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL
seventy-five
dollars
with
doctors,
who
final

with bladder trouble, some Favorite got to work clearing away the wreckage
For sale by, E D. Taylor «fc Co., Eagle
of May and the 7th day
gave him up, saying: '‘Your boy wont On the 18th day
of
December.
Pharmacy.
Advertised
In
thia
Paper.
Remedy, and today he said: “That is a as quickly as possible, got the broken ly
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, December 2.
live a month.” He tried Dr. King’s
DELAWARE COUNTY,
great medicine; I am better already,” spars acrift and clear of the hull, and New discovery and a few bottles resiored
On the 25th day of May and the 14th day
him
to
health
and
enabled
him
to
go
to
and he drove eight mileB to get a bottle then turned our attention to the pumps
of December.
ork a perfectly well man. He fava he
of it.
She had 61 feet of water in her hold. ves his present good health to use of Dr.
Said Terms to begin at 9 o’clock a. m.
a Nashvilli n. «•
King’s New Discovery, and known it to be
CHARLES H. KIBLER,)
To individuals on the First Tuesday, and
We had two good pumps, and, with tlie
best in the world f«»r Lung trouble.
Banana juice makes a first-class indel
to parties of seven or more on the Third
J U LI US C POM E R E N E, Judges.
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all
ible ink. A spot on a white shirt from three men at each, we exerted ourselves Trial Free at Baker it Son a Drug Store.
JOHN ■!. ADAMS,
J
'
■
--------points in the South ;and on special dates
4
an over-ripe banana is marked forever. to get tlie better of the leak. After six
The State uf Ohio, Knox County, is:
Excursion Tickets are sold at a little
Mt. Vxrnon, Ohio, October 10. 1896
more than One Fare for the round trip.
hours of steady work we got the water
Pl KSUAXCE OF LAW, I, Jl OSON VINCENT, Treasurer of said County of Knox, Stale of Ohio, hereby notify the Taxpayers thereof that the Kates of Taxation
I, L. A CULBERTSON Clerk of the Cir
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SMITH,
BIT.
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Ciiciuaii,
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pump could take care of all that enter
' la ea
elmlls
fy that the ab*ve and foregoing is' a true
every
How to Prevent Croup.
C. P, ATMORE, Geii’l Pass. Aft., LoaisTiile, Ky.
Sigsitars
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provisions were spoiled or washed to first symptoms and treatment is the oberery
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Clerk.
si guitars
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Total.................. 2 84 Total........
VTijper. pieces, for the water that had Hooded iect of this item. The origin of croup is
of
flo 1 00
Berlin Township........................
3 00
1 (Mi
5 51 13 20! 1 32 1
deckhouses and hold had swept from a common cold. Children who are sub
do 1 50
Brown
.........................
3 80
2
65
6 21 13 90 1 39
Grey horses are the longest lived. side to side as the sea arose and battered ject to it take cold very easily and croup
do 1 54i
Butler
“
........ ..............
6 241 1 10 ..... 10 21 17 90 1 79
3
do 1 5t'
Millwood 8 S I).........................
Cream* are decidedly delicate, and are and wrecked everything within. Not a is almost sure to follow. The first symp
3 00 1 40 ....
4
7 or 14 70 I 47
do 2 «'
Clinton Township.....................
1 4 50 1 56 ...... 8 81 16 50 I 65 5
seriously aflected by very warm weath
partition remained standing in the after tom is hoarseness; this is soon followed
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“
.....................
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...... 8 16 15 85|1 58 5 6
6 00
er.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Gambier
Corporation
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do
6 00
3 00 11 16 18 85|1 >“8.5 7
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or forward house. For 48 hours we by a peculiar rough cough, which is
A COMPLETE LINE OF
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1
3
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easily recoenized and will never be for
were without food.
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“On the night of the 24th, just at gotten by one who has heard it. The
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dark, the brig Cameo, off her course, to time to act is when the child first be
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do
Millwood S S I) ......................
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1
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71 , •» »
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do
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us. She had already sighted one wreck croup will soon disappear. Even after
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Jackson
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I
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It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
Every animal kept by a man, except her deck, and now came to our assist nothing injurious. For sale by drug
Liberty Township.....................
do, 2 50 I 31 4 IM
...... 7 81 15 60 1 55 ,22
ing the cat, is taxed in Austria, and now ance. She hove to and sent her boat gists.
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentMiller
"
............. .............
do 2 00 I 41 5 5'
8 71 16 40'l 64 23
there is a proposal to tax the cats.
Milford
do 1 60 86 6 8«
ty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
45 ......
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“
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1
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4
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Elephants
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of
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not
8
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AND DESIRABLE.
Momoe
“
...................... .
do 2 00 51 1 01
Doiv't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life board the Cameo. The boat was obliged touch champagne.
......
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5
51
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2< 1 32 >26
L
Away.
Morris
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.....................
do 2 00 91 1 H
.....
4 71’ 12 40 1 24
CHAS.
A
DERHODY
If you want to quit tobacco using easily to make two trips, there being 6uch a
Fredericktown
8
8
D..
—
..........
do
Just try a 10c box of Cascarets, the
2 00 91 10 G4
13 51 21 20 2 12 28
and forever, be mode well, strong, magnetic, sea that it was thought wise to take only
J
Morgan Township.....................
do
16
1 50 56 3 0<
5 21 12 90 I 29 29
full of new life aud vigor, take No-To-Bac, a part of the crew at a time. This finest liver and bowel regulator ever
Utica S 8 D...............................
do
i
5
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1
50
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65
7 21 14 JO I 49 30
the wonder-worker tliat makes weak men
made.
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.
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4
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1
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strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days. rescue was only aflected by a great out
Pleasant “
..........................
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Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bao from put of strength and pluck on the part
Tlie first public schools were opened
Union
“
•
.....................
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"A HANDFUL OF DIRT MAY BE A HOUSE
7 fit 18 24' I 62 33
your own druggist, who will guarantee a
Millwood S 8 D........................ .
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2
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I
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ica from England in 1772.
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Gsnn 8 8 D....................... .
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do 2 00 1 51 13 00 .....
16 51 *4 20 2 42 ,78
Fr inch towns use bicycles for the distri course under 6hort sail, the breeze hav
Free Pills.
corporation............
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60 1 51 13 (X),
6 04) II 01 28 70 2 87 39
bution ttfth ir telegrams.
"'ayne Township........................
ing grown to a half gale. There was
do 2 00 91 2 8o
5 7' J3 40 5 34 !40
Send your address to H E. Buckler A Co.
Fredericktown
8 8 D...........
do, 2 fO
10 60
...... 1 13 51 21 24'2 12 41
WrightT Celery Tea regulates the. more trouble ahead.
Chicago, and eet a free sample box of Dr.
“ corporation.......
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liver ar * kidneys, cures constlpatlor
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10 60 ...... 5 GO 17 01 24 7<>2 47 42
King's New Life Pills. A trial willconvine
“At 12 o’clock midnight, while the you of their merits These pills are easy in
Mf Vernon.
“
.........
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and sic.- headache. 2oc at all druggists
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7 o0 3 261 9 00 27 7t'! 27 70 2 77 43
When terrified, the ostrich travels at Cameo was going seven knots off the action and are particularly effective in ihe
When
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what
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tor
Tl e Treasurer’s oftice will be open between the hours of 8 a. m. and 4 p. m., of each day during the p riod of collection, and the office will he pron.ptb c.o-ed at the
the rate of 25 miles an hour, and clears wind, she ran over a raft containing cuie of Constipation and Sick Headache.
Nervous Debility, Loss of Power.
For Malaria and Liver troubles they hove
named hour.
* r
Impotency.Airophv.Varicocele and
12 to 14 feet at a| stride.
live mon, survivors of the crew of the been proved invaluable They are guaran
other weaknesses, from any cause,
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’
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‘
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ti.e
Fall River schooner Governor J. Y.
onssubstance and to he purely vegetable.
and full vigor quickly restored.
When yuu a-k bv letter f..r the amount of your taxes, designate vour property clearly. 8tale in whose name, in what Township and Section, and unt. be of anes in .t,.»
If neglected. ,aeh trouble, rnoll fatallT.
Smith, which had foundered in the hur They do not weaken by their action, but bv
town, nnmherof lot and Ward, and in whose a<1dittou. Send stamp for reply.
L es'
Mailed for |1.00:6boxes $5.00. With
ricane. The poor lads did not discover giving lone to stomach and bowels gnatly
Send money bv Post Office Money Order, Registered Letter or Express.
$5.00 orders we give a guarantee to
nvieorate tlie system. Regular size 25c
cure or refund the money. Address
the Cameo until she burst right upon par box. Sold by G. K. Baker A Soil Ding
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, O.
4
them. An awful yelling right under the giat.
So d at H. M. GREEN’S D tig Store.
lOoctj 1
Mt. \ ernon, Onio, Oct. 10,1896.
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3
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SWEET CAPORAL
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